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THESIS QUESTION
In the layered reimagining of eminent historical sites
connected through the psychogeographical landscape
of a city- how can the collective psyche of an urban
centre (and its inhabitants) be investigated in order to
revitalize abandoned monumental industrial artifacts
through architectural interventions, thus heightening both
individual and collective understandings of urban form?
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ABSTRACT

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Contemporary development is often
designed within prescribed metrics of cost
and performance ratios - perhaps with some
consideration for the programmatic utility and
outward presentation of the building - though
rarely does it reflect the past history of the
site on which it occupies. It is not common
for a new development to seek to ascertain the
collective subconscious that inhabits the echoing
vestiges of its long-established location, one of
monumental importance to the city it markedly
takes its place within. Albeit a global phenomenon
of modern practice in design, a specificity of
locale, programmatic intent, and architectural
premise are identified within this thesis as an
exemplary study of this proposed rethinking of
development - through Guy Debord’s Dérive.
Any city to undertake this process would require
its own depth and breadth of understanding
critical to its particular genius loci to materialize a
renewed condition of its neglected monuments.
Through a collection of research and
design - influenced by the Situationists (the
Dérive), and urban theorists including Aldo
Rossi, Kevin Lynch, and Christine Boyer - the
city of Nelson, British Columbia will be analyzed
through the frameworks of monumentality,
collective memory, and psychogeography to
revitalize abandoned industrial monuments as
the initial movement for the city to be perceived
and experienced as a ‘living museum’ of historic
sites, and stories. Many heritage buildings have
been preserved (to various degrees) largely
within the downtown core of the city, however
the precursor industrial monuments have not
fared as well against the various conditions of
time in an evolving city. As the catalyst for the

founding of Nelson, primary industries and
historic transportation routes long served as the
backbone of all development, yet they are the
least respected in terms of their heritage value on
the immense sites they occupied. This makes the
abandoned industrial monuments of the city the
largest gaps in the urban fabric, and prime areas
for a conception of recovery, and adaptation, to
the contemporary dilemma of land utilization.
A total of five historic ‘monuments’
throughout the city have been examined and
architecturally illustrated anew as the first in
a series of alternate proposals for an episodic
rejuvenation of the urban landscape. Each
of these sites has a long history of industrial
importance in Nelson and have since fallen into
disuse. Establishing them as core community
spaces with programs both reflective of their
collective histories, and of relevant contemporary
use, will serve not just to revitalize the individual
monuments, but further goals to stimulate future
holistic development in neighbouring areas.
While the five locations do not have a unifying
design style or physical linkage (due to the nature
of reflecting their unique origins and memories),
they each have specific histories, including
architectural narratives, and are all connected
via the drifting perceptions of the urban dweller
through the method of the Dérive. By reestablishing influential monuments of the city
into public spaces with a concentrated collective
memory (as well as individual experience), and
connecting them with relevant transportation,
significant historic places will be made accessible
to the community, further revealing the unique
conditions and stories that allowed for the urban
form of Nelson to come into being.
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INTRODUCTION: Personal Dérive
It will quickly become evident that the premise of this thesis is rooted in a very personal
reflection on the collective experience of a place, conducted as such to ascertain the particular
qualities ordained by its history, in conjunction with the less easily discerned surreal and social
intricacies interspersed with the city’s identity. This task is undertaken with a theoretical premise,
for a breadth of understanding is needed to determine suitable historically relevant programs for
revitalization of key sites in the city of Nelson. The most critical of these bases is that of the Dérive
(or drift in English), “a technique of rapid passage through varied ambiances,”1 which implies not
just the mobile examination of locations, but also a study of each through the layers of history,
consciousness, and time. This confluence of site-specific ideas and experiences would not be
possible without a storied history of place, one that can suitably be discovered in the industrial
monuments of Nelson. As Debord describes of the action of the Dérive:
In a Dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop their relations, their work and leisure
activities, and all their other usual motives for movement and action, and let themselves be drawn by the
attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there. Chance is a less important factor in this
activity than one might think: from a Dérive point of view cities have psychogeographical contours, with
constant currents, fixed points and vortexes that strongly discourage entry into or exit from certain zones.2
Due to the intensive analytical and immersive nature of the premise established for this thesis,
it was essential for me to reside within the city of Nelson for the duration of the work as it
unfolded. The first time I arrived in the Kootenays I felt in awe of the imposing mountains, vast
waterways, and quaint city; travelling by small passenger plane over the Rocky Mountains, for a first
Figure 2 (bottom left). Mountains Near and Far.
Figure 3 (bottom right). Rocky Outcrop Around the Keyhole.
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impression, Nelson is one to behold. Though relatively fresh to the area, I had at the initiation of
this thesis work already lived in the city for a total of one year, and upon its conclusion added eight
months to this total, lending some insight into the inner workings and overall phenomenology of
this rare conjunction of place. In many senses, my view of the city (and entire range of landscape)
is vastly at odds with that of long-term Nelsonites, or other Kootenay locals, due to my varied
experiences as someone arriving from having lived far from this place my entire life. Embracing
these differences - as would the Situationists - an altogether divergent perspective is beneficial to
the analysis involved in an experiential exploration of space and place. The process outlined in the
following sections is inherently based in my own interpretation of this location with a reflection
on the collective culture established here.
From what I have already described, Nelson may seem to be quite a “perfect” array of
elements, however it is precisely by a lack of idyllic continuity that I formulated this premise.
The natural environment has been heavily influenced by more than a century of human industry.
Moreover, substantial gaps in the urban fabric serve to remind of the destruction of historic
sites. In the earlier portions of this study, Nelson’s past histories are examined, along with the
contemporary relation of urban function and collective ideas. By the conclusion of this body of
work, the proposed design interventions will introduce informed ways by which the fabric of the
city can begin to be mended in locations of great historic and cultural significance, landmarking
themselves as catalysts for future development as the first step in urban acupuncture that further
reveals hidden layers of Nelson’s historic narratives.
The following thesis offers up a series of narratives (both historic and architectural) on
monumental industrial sites, that will heighten the perception of Nelson’s industrial heritage and
rekindle past stories into the present collective memory of the urban experience.
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CHAPTER 01

TRADITIONAL LANDS

Given the desired goals of this thesis
to uncover and relate past consciousness of
the terrain (both built and natural) into the
present, the distinct historical premise of
the land on which Nelson has materialized
is essential for a complete understanding
of holistic principles of design today. Long
before any minerals were stripped from the
mountainsides, forests were burned or logged,
or any permanent structure was erected
in the soil, the Ktunaxa, Syilx, and Sinixt
people resided in the territory, seasonally
venturing to the present-day Nelson area to
fish, gather, and hunt.3 The vast landscape
of lakes and mountains was always of great
significance to people living on the land,
with waterways being an essential means of
transportation - the traditional method of
embarking on bodies of water being with a
white pine bark, pointed-end vessel, referred
to as the “sturgeon-nosed” canoe.4 Through
archeological evidence and oral histories, it
has been indicated that the water level in the
region was once much higher. With hundreds
of meters of mountainous terrain having

been formerly submerged in water, the need
for travel on its surface would have been
further heightened, with the principle areas
of habitation being situated closer to the
mountain peaks or on the dry plateaus.5 The
great totality of water coverage in the region
necessitated the widespread use of the canoe
by Indigenous groups, and much later the
engine-powered ships used to shuttle miners
and cargo through the Kootenays.
While the existence described
persisted in the range of the last 10,000 years
of human history, the Indigenous groups in
this region were first affected in the late 18th
century by disease brought through intertribal trade with groups that had contact
with the encroaching Europeans.6 As the
population of Indigenous groups rapidly
declined (from a matter of thousands to only
a few hundred),7 that of new colonists slowly
began to rise with goldrush-seeking American
miners exploring for riches in the untouched
mountain ranges. A rapid change occurred
for the surviving Indigenous populations as
their subsistence, and seasonally nomadic way

Figure 5 (facing page). Postcard of an Unidentified Indigenous Group.
Figure 6. (below). Crossing of Traditional and Modern Watercraft.
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of life was blockaded by colonial settlement
and industry. The smaller waterways that
were used to harvest Kokanee and bull trout
were instead torn asunder by placer mines
(excavation of stream beds through open-pits
or other surface mining), while the very sites
of villages or hunting encampments were
cleared to make way for towns and orchards.8
Over time, the original caretakers of the
land in the Kootenays were relegated from
most of their territory, while the landscape
continued to be altered in ways that would
forever impact the natural systems that were
in place for millennia.
In the present day, the Ktunaxa have
reserve lands near Creston (where their
principal year-round settlement was located),9
while the Sinixt carry on scattered throughout
the greater region after having been falsely
declared extinct by the Canadian government
in 1956.10 The land that these nations shared
would be almost unrecognizable in the
present, particularly with the damming of the

Kootenay River at Bonnington Falls. Akin
to other major confluences of water such
as the Chaudière Falls in Ottawa, the falls
separating the West Arm of Kootenay Lake
and the Lower Kootenay River represented
an important and sacred site to Indigenous
peoples, one which the dams irreparably took
away with the need to generate power for the
booming mining industry.11 It is all too easy
in pursuit of present ideals to glaze over the
past histories of a place, those which extend
greatly prior to the visible forms seen in the
cities of today. The following chapters will be
largely focused on a relatively brief history
of the city of Nelson, a range of less than
140 years, wherein the architectural form of
the city has taken hold. In the later design
portion of this project, the pre-colonial
history may again be referenced with regard
to the former locations of hunting/fishing
camp sites, which were located within the
modern boundaries of the city, namely at the
C.P.R. Flats and Lakeside Park.12

Figure 7 (below). Postcard of an Unidentified Indigenous Group in the CPR Flats Area.
Figure 8. (facing page). Traditional Teepee Somewhere in the Vicinity of Nelson.
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Glacial Recession
11 000 - 7500 bce

450 bce - 750 ce

Early Inhabitation
8 000 - 1500 bce

The Vallican Phase: continued
use of pit houses, food sources
diversified
to
large
mammals
through the use of developed tools.

Geological and archeological evidence alludes
to water levels hundreds of meters higher than
present; early signs of settlements at high altitudes.

1500 - 450 bce
Figure 9. First Half of Historical Timeline: Pre-Colonization.
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The Winlaw Phase: use of pit houses typically
centred around plentiful salmon fishing areas.

750 - 1750 ce

1770
Epidemics of small pox and
other diseases passed through
inter-tribal trade and decimated
the populations of Ktunaxa,
Sinixt, and Syilx poeples.

The Slocan Phase: mat lodges
begin to be used, as well
as teepees for groups with
seasonal hunting in the plains.
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CHAPTER 02 		

ORIGINS THROUGH EXTRACTION

The town of Nelson became
established shortly after deposits of silver,
copper, lead, and gold were surveyed in
1886 on nearby Toad Mountain,13 where it
was determined that the production capacity
allowed for the longevity of a nearby smelting
and distribution hub. This discovery was
the precursor to all future development on
the site of Nelson; its location being a direct
correlation of the nearest flat land adjacent
to a waterbody, and to the ore deposits on
the nearby mountain. Despite its relative
proximity, it was still necessary to transport
thousands of tonnes of ore a distance of over
4 ½ miles, with a descent of almost 5,000
feet, to cover the distance between the Silver
King mine site and the town. One of the
most impressive feats of mining engineering
Figure 10 (facing page). Aerial Tramway Transporting Buckets
of Ore to Nelson.
Figure 11 (below). Silver King Mine on Toad Mountain in 1899.
Figure 12 (next page). Selection from Perry’s Mining Map
Showing Nelson.
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for the period was undertaken, constructing
the longest aerial tramway operating with a
Hallidie system in the world.14 This operation
utilized a cable-driven, gravity-propelled
loop of heavy buckets to lift loads of ore
down to the city, while continuously cycling
the emptied buckets back up the mountain.
While multiple accounts exist, and
seem to disagree, on the foundational premise
of the city’s origins, the most accepted story
is that in 1888 Nelson was named after the
lieutenant governor of British Columbia
(Hugh Nelson) at the time by the gold
commissioner of the Kootenays, Gilbert
Malcolm Sproat; Nelson soon became
known as the capital of all the Kootenays.15
Sproat is also attributed as the surveyor of
the city’s unusual grid system to which he
was given free reign over allotment of lands
at the time, lots which have remained in his

13

14

15

Figure 13 (upper left). The Smelter in Rosemont Before it was Burned in 1910.
Figure 14 (upper right). The Dam on Cottonwood Creek Operating Nelson’s First Hydroelectric Plant.

cited locations to the present day.16 Several
major milestones signified the beginning
of industrialization of the natural domain,
including the construction of the first railway
in the West Kootenays in 1891,17 rapidly
enabling the local settlement to construct
subsidiary structures to meet the needs of
the influx of miners and railway officials,
inclusive of saloons, hotels, general stores,
and suitable dwellings.18
The next achievement for any
fledgling mining town was the erection of
a local smelter, one which was completed
in Nelson by the Hall Mining and Smelting
Company in the Rosemont district by the
year 1895.19 By this point in time, a second
railway connection was completed that would
change the course of the region; in the same
year as the smelter was established, the Great
Northern Railway was completed between
Nelson and Northport, Washington.20 Just
one year later, an ambitious project to dam
Cottonwood Creek and install one of the first
hydro-electric plants in Western Canada came
16

to fruition.21 Industrial innovation became
a major source of pride for inhabitants of
the town and the introduction of electricity
was a motivating factor in further progress.
With the first lights turned on as a result of
the generator in 1896, “the lake reflected
electrically-lighted Nelson. In the same
year, the smelter lights driven by a steamgenerator blazed on Rosemont, making
the town look twice its size. Blast furnaces
glowed and roared. From the tall smokestack
a pall belched over Nelson, but the air was
redolent with prosperity.”22
By and large the demand for ore was
felt from the neighbouring U.S. state, which
contributed heavily to the rapid draining of
minerals from the Kootenays over the next
decade. With the boom of work wrought by
mining and associated industries, and with
the remote area made more accessible by
way of the locomotive and steamboat, the
population grew rapidly with a makeup largely
of Americans from the nearby international
border. Eleven years following the first

discovery of ore, Nelson was incorporated
in 1897 with a population of 1,000. At
this point, “it [had] a prosperous mine and
smelter, was a major supply and distribution
centre for West Kootenay and was the
region’s administrative headquarters.”23
Following its incorporation, the
many avenues of growth provided by being
a mining, forestry, transportation, and
administrative hub of the West Kootenays
allowed Nelson to become a prosperous
settlement of 7,000 residents by 1904, an
achievement that granted Nelson the title of
being the “largest city between Vancouver and
Winnipeg.”24 This is an important accolade to
note, being that it was quickly lost when the
population stagnated with the closure of the
Hall Mining and Smelting Company in 1910.25
Never again has Nelson seen a boom such as

that which was brought on by mining and the
railway at the turn of the century; instead,
there has been a gradual climb to the present
population (approximately 11,000), one that
pales in comparison to the cities it rivalled
at its inception. By the innovations made
in transportation through automobiles and
aircraft, the remoteness of Nelson that was
once its highest selling point, proved only to
isolate it.26 One positive effect of the decline
of other industries was the diversification
of jobs held within the city. For the better
part of the 19th century, forestry continued
to be the core industry (and dominate the
waterfront with sawmill infrastructure),
while the city became known as a significant
educational hub for the interior of British
Columbia beginning in the mid 1900s.27
Figure 15 (below). The Earliest Known Photograph of Baker
Street in Downtown Nelson.
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Figure 16. Second Half of Historical Timeline: Development of Nelson.

1864

1886
Gold discovered on
Wild Horse Creek in
the East Kootenays
bringing
American
goldrush miners into
British Columbia.

CP Rail builds first
rail line in the West
Kootenays from Nelson
to Robson.
Mineral-rich deposits
of silver, lead, copper,
and gold discovered
on Toad Mountain
near Nelson.

1895

18

1897

1891

1900

1904

Great Northern Railway
connects Nelson to
Northport, Washington.
Smelter in Rosemont
completed. Port of entry
for the U.S.

Nelson officially
incorporates with
a population of
1000 and 536
acres of land.

1914-1945

Nelson designated
C a n a d i a n
Pacific’s Regional
Divisional Point.
Population booms to
7000 in the town, earning
the title of the largest
city between Vancouver
and Winnipeg.

Both world wars and the
Great Depression halt
most development in the
city, deter growth, and
limit workforce.

1950s

Dame Universitry
1960s Notre
1970s D o w n t o w n
(later Selkirk College)
historic buildings
establishes Nelson as
a regional educational
centre for the Interior.

are “modernized”
by covering them
with
aluminum
siding.

1980s Kootenay Forest Products 1990-Present
closes, signalling the end of
primary industries in Nelson.

1985

D o w n t o w n
revitalization projects
sees many of the
historic
buildings
in the city restored
to their intended
appearance.

1987

Steve Martin produces
and stars in “Roxanne”
almost entirely shot in
Nelson, marking the
transition of the city
to a tourist destination.

The longest standing
industry - forestry grows significantly.

The restored historic
downtown, abundant
activities in nature,
and music events
market Nelson as a
centre for tourism.
Housing costs are
quickly driven up and
affordable
housing
is near impossible to
find. Vacancy rate sits
at 0% year after year.
Large new residential
developments are under
construction,
while
various
brownfields
from the industrial past
are beginning to be
remediated and reused.
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CHAPTER 03 		

RISE AND FALL OF THE “QUEEN CITY OF THE
KOOTENAYS”

To harken back to the booming days
of mineral wealth in Nelson is to reflect
on a period of prosperity and architectural
reverence. The earliest sign that led to the
city’s state of grandeur around the turn of
the 20th century was the rapid establishment
of three separate banks on Baker street (all
of which remain) in 1892, as well as the
signature hotels that followed the stopping
points of CP rail lines across the country.28
The locating of banks just four years after the
townsite was founded was a practical, as well
as symbolic, gesture of optimism in the future
of the place, in addition to the “community’s
elegant living… often calculated by the
sumptuousness of its best hotels, which were
seen as the town’s showpieces.”29 The speed
at which the town changed from a frontier
mining camp to an idealized city of class
and industrial prowess was so rapid during
the 1890s that it could be called an “instant
urbanization.”30 Whereas other towns nearby

relied upon a sole industry - like the now
ghost town of Sandon, with only mining
as a resource - Nelson benefitted not only
from mining, but forestry, shipbuilding,
railway construction, agriculture, fishing,
and the administrative roles inherent in a
regional capital. This allowed for fervent
urbanism in the early days of the city and
necessitated decisions regarding further
growth of capital industries, including the
relocation of the majority of residences
further up the mountainside, formalizing the
Uphill neighbourhood. Nelson maintained
Baker Street and the downtown core as a
solely commercial area; “[thus,] the business
district on Baker Street became the heart
of the community and the businessman its
backbone.”31
Following the mobilization of all
core industries, the influx of wealth to
the area allowed for the haughty elite to
quickly declare Nelson as the “Queen City

Figure 17 (facing page). View Looking East Along Baker Street with Multiple Bank Buildings Visible.
Figure 18 (below). Corner of Ward and Vernon Street, with the Former Post Office (left) and Hume Hotel (right).
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Figure 19 (below). An Early View of Nelson as a Burgeoning City Taken from Pulpit Rock.
Figure 20 (facing page). An Advertisement for Fruit Growing in the Kootenays.

of the Kootenays” for its rampant displays
of monetary prowess and, at times, gaudy
displays of architectural forms. Many of
the more tastefully elegant buildings were
civic in nature (the City Hall, Post Office
and Courthouse, among others), skillfully
constructed from local Kootenay marble
in resemblance to other buildings of great
stature. Conversely, many stone and brick
commercial structures were designed for the
downtown, almost unanimously adorning
themselves with pronounced cornices
and corner towers so grandiose as to not
always be soundly engineered, and even
a good number of gargoyles.32 Despite
the occasional overt attempts at crafting a
22

building larger than their neighbours by any
means, the “no expense spared” attitude
of construction in the downtown made for
a suitable ambiance for the time, a call for
the city to be recognized as a destination in
itself, and a preserved architectural period
that has lasted over a century. As the initial
catalyst for the city faded away - the vast ore
deposits on Toad Mountain having dried up
by 190233 - the focus for the future waned
on primary production, shifting instead to
the status of the port and railway lines as
a regional distribution centre, aided by the
view of Nelson as a beacon for the entire
mountainous region. At this moment in time
it could be said that Nelson had left its gruff

infancy of mining behind in favour of a
more refined purpose, that it had become “a
city of charm.”34
Although the label of distribution
centre proved lucrative for the still fledgling
city and dependence had somewhat shifted
from primary resource extraction, there was
still a major gap in employment and revenue
generation from the lack of mining to fuel
further development of the urban centre.
Forestry became more recognized as a
leading producer, while a new industry took
hold in the promotion of fruit farming for
the Kootenays. Pamphlets were distributed
all the way in England seeking to encourage
retired military men to depart their current
lives and seek a pastoral life on the fruitbearing benches in the valleys.35 Despite
proclamations at the time that agriculture
would be the predominant employment
moving forward, going even as far as
the Nelson Daily News distributing papers
announcing “agriculture now ranks, and will
always rank as one of the greatest and most
permanent industries of this glorious section
known as Kootenay district,”36 the true
prosperity of fruit growing ended within a
few short decades.
The decline of mining may not have
been the end of growth for the city, though it
certainly heralded tougher times ahead, with
it being said that “the formative period of
Nelson’s history ended when the Cottonwood
plant ceased operation in July 1908.”37 Two
years later, the Hall Mining and Smelting
Company was closed, the final sunset on
the age of mining, with no production
supporting the distribution of material out
on the rail lines. Without diversification into

other industries this surely would have spelled
an inevitable decline without reversal. Even
with the support of forestry, agriculture, and
distribution, “the indisputable fact remained
that Nelson’s stature as an urban centre
was declining.”38 Despite growth remaining
stagnant through both of the world wars, the
city was able to recover, and grow once again
with less reliance on industry as education,
tourism, and administration became the
staples of the local economy. As if to signal
the end of an era, the Rosemont smelter was
set alight in 1911 (through arson, or perhaps
insurance fraud), making for, “the largest fire
ever seen in Nelson, lighting up the country
for miles around. Seeing the glow in the sky,
residents in other towns were sure that all of
Nelson was burning to the ground.”39
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CHAPTER 04 		

CAPTIVATING AND ENCAPSULATING SURROUNDS

The natural landscape that defines
Nelson’s location also commits the city to
isolation amid towering mountain ranges
and expansive water systems. Deep within
the interior of British Columbia - though
not too far from the American border Nelson is in prime conjunction for yearround adventurous activity on both land
and water. This region, known today
as the West Kootenays, “is a place of
geographic nooks and crannies, twisting
roads and surprising views. Everywhere,
the new-formed energy of its glaciated
peaks expresses a strength and grandeur
which moves people emotionally, makes
them want to stay here even when they
are only passing through, and compels
many journeys, both physical and
metaphoric.”40 This visualization serves as a
primer to the experience felt by many in this
beautiful landscape, and while the city itself
is surrounded by these natural wonders, the
built environment does not entirely fulfill its
potential of the complete ideal proposed by
its encompassing natural forms.
Enhancing Nelson’s setting as
picturesque, though locking its expansion,
the city resides along the West Arm of
Kootenay Lake, and is surrounded on all
sides by forested, rolling mountains. A small
flat portion of land exists near the waterfront
areas, insisting on a street layout that parallels
the water, while city blocks ascend the lower
portion of the opposing mountainside. As
clearly evidenced by the significant landmarks

of the terrain, there exists pronounced focal
points visible throughout most of the city.
Were these the only dominant features
suitable for grounding oneself in the urban
setting, it would be far too simple for one
to compartmentalize their existence within
this remote place. There are certainly other
constructed features that contextualize the
region, yet a need still persists to create
a “certain plasticity in the perceptual
environment.”41 In a past time it would have
been remarkably simple to relate all the key
components that made up the physically
manifested, as well as surreal overtones, of
Nelson as a place.
Around the turn of the century,
when the mountainside was stripped of
foliage and density was non-existent, one
could stand at any point within the urban area
and identify the monuments as they stood
proud of all their surroundings: the smelter
in Rosemont, with aerial tramway climbing
Toad Mountain, the signature buildings
constructed around Baker Street, City Hall,
the Courthouse, waterfront warehouses and
mills, the on-dock rail, the CP rail yards,
shipbuilding wharfs, and on and on as the
eye traces all the major built monuments
that would solidify Nelson’s identity and
genius loci. An early poetic interpretation of
the city, which can no longer be relayed in
quite the same way, describes the experience
from atop one of the highest points within
the confines of the urban boundary, the
cemetery in Uphill:

Figure 21 (facing page). Residences of Nelson Nestled Among
Colourful Trees in the City.
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We have arrived at the cemetery after climbing up an endless curving street through the reaches of upper
Nelson, and now we are standing on a plateau high on the mountain, among rows and rows of granite
tombstones. They recede from me in all directions into the distance. Home, at the corner of Fifth and
Elwyn, a million miles away through the immensities of space and experience that separate me from it. All
about us a great emptiness stretches - far away and below us the lake glitters in the sunlight, the ground at
my feet falls away into a dark abyss, behind me the mountain sweeps up to the sky. I float in emptiness;
those around me disappear. I am alone in that immensity. Only a rushing sound of water or air, and a
darkness under the blazing sun, and a coldness coming from the mountain.42
There is a limitlessness to the feeling described
by many in these scenarios and it can only
persist as a peculiar quality of place if the
city can find itself as an indistinguishable
plane of the landscape, an interrelated whole
inseparable from its constituent parts and
location. Presently there is still enough of the
character and collective memory embedded
within the confines of the urban landscape

It feels as if some of the region’s stories are held by the mountains, are embedded in the terrain. They
lie buried beneath drifts of snow through the winter, where the sky is a flat lid of grey cloud rather than
a curving blue roof. But in spring, the melt begins and sky lifts. The air warms and the earth is again
exposed. This is when I feel the stories most strongly as they loosen from the land. They seem to seep down
from the thawing alpine to float gently onto the morning stillness of the lake. On their quiet current rides
the truth of the past.44

to justify its place in the world, yet more can
be done to repair areas that have lost some
or all of their identity. It is by way of the
stories of inhabitants here (whether in text,
or in most cases, imagery), and of the sites
with monumental importance, that any gaps
in this ephemeral fabric can be restored to
become what architect Aldo Rossi would
define as having architectural ‘Permanence.’43

Figure 22 (below). View from the Cemetary in Uphill Nelson.
Figure 23 (facing page). Valley in Kokanee Glacier Park Near Nelson.
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CHAPTER 05 		
THE CITY DIVIDED

The contextual underpinnings of
Nelson’s present urban fabric must be
analyzed within the pretexts and founding
principles of the various layouts formed,
as well as shreds torn, from the otherwise
continuous landscape of settlement, in order
to relay the relative determinants of sites for
the design interventions of this work. By
and large, the greatest historical impact on
the city’s development came as a result of
the aggressive expansion of the railway, as
demand increased for transportation through
the remote Kootenay region. Nearly every
distinct early principle of the city’s planning,
infrastructure, use, and otherwise necessary
decision for the creation of a city, revolved
around the whims and conveniences of the
railway. “Railtown” would certainly not have
been so aptly named were it not for the massive
support network of ancillary industries
and service depots that made it bustle with
activity next to the earliest juncture of the
rail line within the city boundary. Neither
would the entire waterfront have been cut
off from the rest of the developing areas,
and be predestined to become contaminated
grey infrastructure in need of remediation
after decades of heavy industry if not
for the massive rail monopoly on the only
flat land to be found in the mountainous
region.45 This inflexible monolith of steampowered progress relegated some areas of
the burgeoning town to isolation from their
neighbouring districts, largely contributing to
the lack of continuity in the imagined terrain
of a perfectly constructed whole. Should
the distinct districts of the city have been
Figure 24 (facing page). Contemporary View of Nelson from
Pulpit Rock Across the Lake.
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allowed to seamlessly develop as a complete
unit, “paths would expose and prepare for
the districts, and link together the various
nodes. The nodes would join and mark off
the paths, while the edges would bound
off the districts, and the landmarks would
indicate their cores.”46 There is some merit
to the proposition that these divisions having
been enforced through time informed the
unique characteristics of each district in the
city, however stunted the flow of urban form
may have been as a result. As a framework
of exposition for the current urban state
of Nelson, the principles outlined of paths,
edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks47 have
been utilized as the compositional network
of city planning, following urban theorist
Kevin Lynch.
The first of these elements of the
city, paths, are the fundamental system of any
urban setting.48 The identification of paths
is somewhat self-apparent and hierarchical
in nature, following from the highest flow
and area of traffic movement, down to
the most minute. In the case of Nelson,
the highway intersects through downtown
and carves a swath through the north of
the city and across the Big Orange Bridge,
before continuing up the North Shore. The
other major path that acts as a divisional
feature is, of course, the still active rail
lines, as they cut off the waterfront from all
other areas of the city. Another important
aspect of paths is the grid of roads that
defines the downtown planning, while
also ascending the mountainside into the
residential area of Uphill. This organization
of roadways generates a unique hierarchy for
transportation in the city, remaining mostly
29

effective and natural for expansion.
At times coinciding with the paths of
a city, edges are what define the boundaries
of urban areas, which can be both physically
impassable, or psychologically divisional.49
The railroad clearly separates Lakeside from
Downtown and other districts through the
landscape separation it creates. Similarly,
the highway distinctly separates Downtown
from Railtown, which combined with the
change in elevation as well as building types,
significantly distinguishes the two areas as
different entities. Other physical barriers
define the boundaries of the entire city, as
evidenced by the water of the lake serving
as one total edge to the city, and the rapidly
inclining mountainside ending the range for
development.
Districts within Nelson have already
been touched upon and are the classification
that includes all other elements of the city.
The perceived character of each district
should be distinct from any others, often
gradually identified over time through their
primary function as a piece of the urban
totality. According to Lynch, each of these
districts should contain paths that make them
traversable, edges that define their borders, at
least one node that serves as a central hub of
activity, and several landmarks that allude to
their unique essence, as well as being markers
LEGEND
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PERSISTENT MONUMENTS
LOST MONUMENTS
NEWLY FORMED MONUMENTS

DOWNTOWN BUILDINGS
RAILTOWN BUILDINGS
LAKESIDE BUILDINGS

CITY BOUNDARY
PRIMARY ROADS
SECONDARY ROADS
PEDESTRIAN TRAILS
RAIL LINES
STREETCAR LINES

ROSEMONT BUILDINGS
LOWER UPHILL BUILDINGS
UPPER UPHILL BUILDINGS
GYRO PARK BUILDINGS
FAIRVIEW BUILDINGS
NORTH SHORE BUILDINGS

for wayfinding in the city.50 Three of these
districts form the cultural and commercial
centre for the city, defining themselves as the
most historic and uniquely identifiable areas;
these being named Downtown, Railtown, and
Lakeside. Downtown, with its main promenade
known as Baker Street, is the historic city
centre, wherein the most vibrant culture is to
be found, bustling pedestrian activity, dozens
of heritage architectural sites, and flush with
independent business. The former hub of
industry and transportation, Railtown, was
once the site of booming mining-related
industries, and innumerable rail-related
workers. Today, the rail lines remain, but
the industries have long since left, with new
development beginning to take shape through
mixed light industrial, office space, and livework accommodation. In a somewhat similar
sense, Lakeside was formerly dominated by
timber industries, in tandem with freight and
passenger traffic arriving by both rail and
steamboat, transferring at a massive wharf
on the waterfront. These industries have
long departed the shores of the city, leaving
in their wake contaminated soil that is now
occupied by a private airstrip, light industry,
a shopping centre, landfill site and resort.
Further along its waterfront extent, the use
is improved with a major park, in addition
to one vestigial lakefront association that
has persisted - that of the boat moorage
structures, expanded yet still in their original
location. The other districts in the city
largely make up the residential population,
Figure 25 (facing page). Vectorized Overall Map of the City of
Nelson Showing All Buildings and Major Elements.
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containing the non-administrative civic
buildings, schools and the hospital.
The final two elements for
understanding the city, nodes and landmarks,
can suitably be discussed in tandem, where
both can be used to orient oneself within
the city. The nodes are most frequently found
to be a transportation juncture within a
district, or a focal point of interest. “Some
of these concentration nodes are the focus
and epitome of a district, over which their
influence radiates and of which they stand
as a symbol. They may be called cores. Many
nodes, of course, partake of the nature of
both junctions and concentrations.”51 Some
examples of nodes in Nelson could be
the intersection of Baker Street and Ward
Street in Downtown, Cottonwood Falls
Park in Railtown, and Lakeside Park along
the waterfront. While there may be several
nodes within a district, there can be far more
numerous landmarks scattered throughout,
which serve as markers for anyone traversing

the region. Often these landmarks coincide
with the more massive monuments of the
city, such as the Big Orange Bridge, but can
also be smaller reference points at a pedestrian
scale. Natural land formations, whether built
upon or not, are apt to be major landmarks
within the city. As Nelson is bordered by
several mountain ranges and the West Arm
of Kootenay Lake, these become the most
prominent of landmarks. Smaller landmarks
can be found dispersed through the various
districts, even embodying their identity in the
case of Gyro Park with its rocky outcrop that
overlooks the city.
Having closely studied and mapped
these elements, a more refined image of
Nelson as an urban place can be formed, one
which is necessary to apprise the ideal locations
for architectural interventions within the city.
Once combined with the scrutiny of past and
present monumental sites, programs will be
proposed that can act as historically relevant
catalysts of urban acupuncture.

PRIMARY ROADS
SECONDARY ROADS
PEDESTRIAN TRAILS
RAIL LINES
STREETCAR LINES

Figure 26 (facing page). Paths in the City Revealed, Including Different Scales of Roadways and Rail Lines.
Figure 27 (following page). Combined Map of Districts, Edges, Nodes, and Landmarks in Nelson.
Figure 28 (page 35). Historic City Plan of Nelson Drafted in 1912.
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PRESENT MONUMENTS

MONUMENTS LOST THROUGH TIME

REIMAGINED MONUMENTS

ALL BUILDINGS AND MONUMENTS

Figure 29. Maps of Present Monuments in the City, Compared with Monuments Lost Through Time, Monumental Sites Reimagined Within
this Thesis, and an Amalgamation of All Buildings and Monuments Combined.
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CHAPTER 06

PROJECTING THE PRESENT INTO THE PAST

The crowd is his element, as the air is that of birds and water of fishes. His passion and his profession
are to become one flesh with the crowd. For the perfect flâneur, for the passionate spectator, it is an immense
joy to set up house in the heart of the multitude, amid the ebb and flow of movement, in the midst of the
fugitive and the infinite. To be away from home and yet feel oneself everywhere at home; to see the world,
to be at the centre of the world, and yet to remain hidden from the world - such are a few of the slightest
pleasures of those independent, passionate, impartial natures which the tongue can but clumsily define.52
The closely related concepts of
psychogeography, Situationism, and the
Dérive shape the initial research and insitu study of all sites of interest to this
thesis, establishing the primary method of
investigating the former status of disused
industrial heritage sites, and inferring
an appropriate contemporary use, or
revitalization. It is through the in-person
wandering exploration of these places that
an overarching sense of their character can
be perceived. The simple act of “living”
within the design location differs from a
solely top-down approach; indeed it allows
for a Situationist perspective of the entire
city as, “rather than [floating] above the city
as some sort of omnipotent, instantaneous,
disembodied, all-possessing eye,” this
method instead promotes a view of the city
that is, “reconstructed in the imagination,
piecing together an experience of space that
[is] actually terrestrial, fragmented, subjective,
temporal, and cultural.”53 Complimentary to
the personal experience of walking through
and probing each location, reading on
the historic uses, events, and architectural
progression lends insight to the physical
markings that remain. Where written
evidence is lacking or does not provide for
more intricate details, verbal accounts from
Figure 31 (facing page). Remnants of Pilings from an Early
Wharf Structure, Visible at Low Water Level, with the B.O.B.
and Mountains in the Background.
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residents can bolster a more particular
knowledge base. The other essential element
for understanding the essence of a site is
a close examination of available historic
photographs in relation to its current state.
As many of these locations have experienced
destruction of their notable architectural
features, photographs can even become
the foremost method of investigation. As a
photographer myself, it is of special interest
to include the use of historical images of these
industrial monuments; I find that through
examining these stark representations it is
possible to transverse the numerous decades
between the capture of these photographs,
and imagine the scene as it was taken at that
time. This lends to an appreciation of past
forms that no longer embody a physical
presence on the landscape, even to find some
ounce of similitude in the present condition
when directly compared to a photograph
taken in that exact location. While this
may be an entirely imagined and subjective
perspective, it contributes to the act “of
articulating a second, poetic geography on top
of the geography of the literal, forbidden or
permitted meaning.”54 This more surreal or
Situationist perception of the city, in contrast
to its literal manifestation, is critical for me to
devise new uses and forms that function in
the contemporary world, yet elicit visions of
their past magnificence or narrative.
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akin to a restaurant with no customers, an
urban square will not populate itself without
assistance.56 Further, the way in which the city
developed was not by supplanting singular
buildings onto an empty expanse, but as a
gradual congregation of related functions and
styles. An idealized total city redevelopment
plan could theoretically propose a perfect
image of a continuous urban landscape,
however this is so rarely actualized. Instead,
the majority of great historic cities have
adapted and expanded over centuries. Even

as Nelson rapidly phased into reality in the
1890s, the city was originally constructed
with these principles of holistic expansion.
The opportunity exists in persistent
monumental sites and structures to continue
to adapt in time without fully detaching from
past doctrines of urban planning. In allowing
this process to continue, development can
be based upon, “a multitude of collected
experiences, [urban] spaces that even today
offer extremely good conditions for life
between buildings.”57

Figure 33 (below). An Active Baker Street Early in the City’s History.
Figure 32 (above). A Surreal-Feeling Overall View of Historic Nelson.

In the interrelation of these ideas
on city planning and historical precedent,
the memory of a place becomes an integral
fragment to total comprehension of the
civic tapestry. Without tangible evidence
of past structures, either in their persistent
forms or historic photographs, it could still

be possible to envision a design suitable to
the sites, however it would be lacking an
essential tether to the past, leaving a void that
no discernible architecture could fill. This
is why attentiveness and close observation
are essential to the process of resuscitating
historic monuments through design.

As spectators, we travel through the city observing its architecture and constructed spaces, shifting
contemporary scenes and reflections from the past until they thicken into a personalized vision. Our memory
of the city is especially scenic and theatrical: we travel back in time through images that recall bits and pieces
of an earlier city, we project these earlier representations forward into recomposed and unified stagings.55
When the natural disposition of planning
took place in the city’s formational period, it
came as a result of patterns of development
outside of modern ideals for utmost efficiency,
cost reduction, and convenience. The size of
industrialized forms was conducive to the
age of steam mechanization and existed at a
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grand scale, but not devoid of usable space
for the pedestrian. As these great constructs
have been lost, their locations have largely
been abandoned and become unusable for
people, similarly to the divisive nature of
wide automobile routes. Where there are no
people to begin with, no more will follow;
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We can in our cities continue to puncture holes in their fabric, windows that look back to the past. In these
focused and centered apertures we can simulate the art of travel in space and time through architectural
compositions and historic preservation. But something will be missing, something closed off, something left
out of focus as it has been in every city tableau and in all the arts of verisimilitude. On the contrary,
walking through the city of deconstructed images, we are no longer offered a synthetic order that we can
readily grasp, nor a reconstruction of history we can collectively assume. Our sense of an urban totality
has been fractured long ago. Thus our personal memories of places visited actually arise from a horizontal
juxtaposition of different images, not one of synthetic wholes.58

Figure 34. Psychogeographic Map of Nelson Using Thread to Connect Key
Concepts and Locations in the City.
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Figure 35 (above). Upper Portion of the Psychogeographic Map Depicting Elements Outside the Nelson Boundary.
Figure 36 (below). Closer View of Railtown on the Psychogeographic Map.
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Figure 37 (above). Closer View of Lakeside in the Area of the Former C.P.R. and City Wharf.
Figure 38 (below). Closer View of the Concentration of Monuments in Downtown (Baker Street).
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CHAPTER

07

COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS AND MEMORY

The memory which is ingrained
in the locus of the city, and in the people
who reside within it, is what defines the
monumental associations made in the
architecture of the place. The psyche
of the population, and of the city as a
cumulative agglomerate of experience and
place, are denoted differently due to their
differences with respect to the foundation of
monuments. Sites or buildings are associated
with monumentality in the psyche of the
city if they are of significant stature or have
generated change in the landscape over

time, while the collected experience of the
people in the city can contribute to a sense
of monumentality through shared ideas over
time about a location based upon its function
and purpose to them. A disconnect is apt to
form when people’s ideas of a place and the
history (and experience) of the place itself
begin to drift apart. This is further agitated
by the disuse or destruction of historic sites,
and new development that does not seek
to incorporate the past history, or collective
memory, of the place, when instead:

...the public realm of the City of Collective Memory should entail a continuous urban topography, a
spatial structure that covers both rich and poor places, honorific and humble monuments, permanent and
ephemeral forms, and should include places for public assemblage and public debate, as well as private
memory walk and personal retreats.59
In the relentless pursuit of developmental
utilization in contemporary cities, a singular
dimension of urban understanding is made
absolute, in that there lacks a depth and
regard for the history of that place and its
inhabitants.60 By making connections between
the movements over time of people in that
place, and the rise and fall of its architectural
past, a new layer of recognition drapes over
the cut and dry modality of contemporary
urban planning - one of nuance, a “poetic
geography” of place.61
Once before was the rich history of
our cities erased, instead replaced with static
and stark forms of progress; that which was
modernity, following which it was necessary
to delve into and, “draw forth from the urban
terrain hidden meanings and unconscious
memories,”62 to reconnect with collections
Figure 39 (facing page). Famous Photograph of Baker Street in
Nelson Being Used for a Horse Race.
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of imagination lost through translation into
modern form. These monoliths of functional
promise divide up the carefully interlaced
paradigms of historic frameworks in the city,
serving an ever-condensing economic class
- whereas there should be conditions made
for a broad range of community, as well as
privately oriented architecture - leading to a
dichotomy of appropriate design and formal
convention, “a patchwork of incongruous
leftover pieces alongside a set of artfully
designed compositions.”63
The issue that continues to arise in
the capitalistic progress of our society is
the construction upon a site of a building
that becomes a place, but which is not
memorable in any meaningful way. These
structures built for the sole purpose of
financial gain will not contribute to the
palimpsest of historical memory for the
future. The second layer of the experience
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of a place, the dream state, cannot be
established without substantiated intentions
on the part of the designer to integrate the
building into the fabric of the place and time.
Further to the point, without incorporation
of all temporal and situational aspects of
the place in question, there will be a lack, in
severalty, of the fundamental contributors to
making that place a space that will be sought
out by a city’s inhabitants.64 Against the
view that history is singularly defined, and
that the present state of a site stands alone
from its past, the idea of collective memory
defines the work being undertaken; each
architectural transposition over the identity
of a place inserts into the specific memory
of the community a new set of ideas framed
by its environment and history, becoming
a fragment of a continuously evolving
narrative.65 This effort is indeed a conscious
one and requires a higher commitment
to adhere to a common social goal. Half-

measures in this case are often taken, but
at the grave cost of superficially preserving
or recreating architectural history in its
corporeal form, yet ignoring its ephemeral
nature.66
New construction on a once active
site poses the opportunity to generate
memory or reconnect the site with its
collective history; conversely, if the discourse
moves away from this concept, it could
instead leave a tear in the fabric of the city,
“[a] partial [structure] [that] could cause
memory loss by disrupting signification and
decentering the spectator.”67 This can be at
times a difficult scale to tip in favour of the
interconnectedness of space, by the shear
overwhelming juxtaposition of immense
wealth and poverty in our society; conflicting
modes of representation are abundant and
serve to confuse the collective memory of a
place, losing focus due to the disconnection
of these operative parts.68 In order to move

Figure 40 (below). Nelson’s Big Orange Bridge (Originally Silver in Colour) Under Construction, Seen from Lakeside Beach.
Figure 41 (facing page). The First Passenger Train from Sproat’s Landing to Nelson, Pictured on the Taghum Bridge.
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forward with architecture expressive of
memory and history, it is necessary to
identify the key sites that have untapped
potential through their inherent past and
underutilized present as, “it is in these
physical artifacts and traces that our city
memories lie buried, for the past is carried
forward to the present through these
sites.”69 To rediscover past imaginations
of the places of historical significance, the
steps taken involve a supplanting of an
earlier city into the present, using records
of the former place to envision its memory
in the present day.70 This double-layer of
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vision can be further developed through
personal drifts through the city, mapping the
present in relation to the past, and ignoring
the non-cultural capitalistic functions of
contemporary commerce, while recognizing
the historical precedence of holistic
approaches.71 Once the appropriate steps
have been taken to understand the nuances
of history surrounding these sites - those
which are of prime importance - then the
development can take place, integrating with
both the real and the imagined backdrop of
the city. Architect and urbanist Aldo Rossi
writes on this approach to urban design:

One can say that the city itself is the collective memory of its people, and like memory it is associated with
objects and places. The city is the locus of the collective memory. This relationship between the locus and
the citizenry then becomes the city’s predominant image, both of architecture and of landscape, and as
certain artifacts become part of its memory, new ones emerge. In this entirely positive sense great ideas flow
through the history of the city and give shape to it. Thus we consider locus the characteristic principle of
urban artifacts; the concepts of locus, architecture, permanences, and history together help us to understand
the complexity of urban artifacts.72
This thesis centres on five narratives
of such urban artifacts within the city
of Nelson, and subsequent architectural
interventions. Through the amalgamation of

historically based artifacts with appropriate
contemporary programs, I set out to reestablish their essential qualities and memory
within the present urban fabric of the city.

Figure 42. Panoramic View at the Corner of Baker and Josephine Street in the Historic Downtown c.1897. Many of the buildings shown in
this image have been destroyed or renovated beyond recognition.
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CHAPTER 08 		

MONUMENTALITY AND THE LIVING MUSEUM

Cities tend to remain on their axes of development, maintaining the position of their original layout and
growing according to the direction and meaning of their older artifacts, which often appear remote from
present-day ones. Sometimes these artifacts persist virtually unchanged, endowed with a continuous vitality;
other times they exhaust themselves, and then only the permanence of their form, their physical sign, their
locus remains.73
It is important at this stage to
distinguish the terminology in place for the
principle discussion of this paper, the locution
pertaining to landmarks, and ‘Monuments’
in relation to ‘monuments.’ For elements
that are entirely external and viewed mainly
as distant signifiers of locations, particularly
physical features of the landscape, the term
landmark is most appropriate. This will
also be used for built structures that have
no greater significance than being a large
element, seen as a marker in the city; an
example could be a large apartment complex

that towers above most other buildings,
but whose program is single-use residential
and therefore will only have meaning to its
residents. To avoid confusion, the capitalized
Monuments will be scarcely applied, being
that this is most commonly associated with
pillars, statues, and other such standing
obelisks, whereas the focus here is instead
placed on inhabitable structures. Thus, the
most readily identifiable term shall be that
of monument, in its sense of Rossi’s use of
‘monumentality,’ or in other cases referred to
as an “urban artifact.”

Figure 43 (facing page). Overview of the Historic Uses of the Central Waterfront in Nelson. A lumber mill is seen operating next to the
massive CPR and City Wharf, where today the Prestige Inn stands with the small remaining pier.
Figure 44 (below). The Complete Heritage Tremont Block. Only the third section on the right of the building remains today.
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the sites of the most persistent monuments.
Even when the structure has no remaining
physical elements, the locus of the site still
remains tied to the monumental form that
once stood there, this being an indispensable,
“relationship between a certain specific
location and the buildings that are in it.”76
This groundwork of monuments ties directly
to the overall genius loci established in this city
through the evolving psyche and collective
memory it has developed.
To assist in the identification of
appropriate monuments for renewal within
Nelson, a comprehensive list has been
developed of most recognized monuments,
their initial form, and present condition,

where applicable. Through the development
of this list, it became evident what would
make for a suitable design proposition; the
most notably promising sites being those that
hold a strong memory in the city, but have
been lost in form or use throughout time.
Several historic commercial buildings in the
downtown have been completely destroyed,
to be replaced with a less appealing structure
at some point in time. These monumental
sites are thus ruled out, along with those
which luckily have largely persisted in both
form and use. The principal examples of
these surviving monuments are the solidly
constructed civic buildings, such as the
Courthouse, as well as the towering churches

Figure 46 (below). The C.P. Rail Passenger Station in Railtown. The heritage structure has been preserved today with a contemporary
adaptive reuse, including new programs of a tourist centre, coffee shop and makerspace, among others.

Figure 45 (above). The “Corner Brick” Building, So Named for its Signature Diagonally Overlapping Brick Corners. Near identical from the
exterior today, this monument has persisted aside from changes in use of the interior of the historic structure.

Past architectural artifacts of the city
can continue to be considered monuments
through their permanence and collective
memory within the city, lending the idea to
one sense of this term that the persistence
of a structure, through physical remnants or
symbolic interpretation, can affect the present
city enough that it remains a monumental
discussion.74 The majority of buildings that
would most readily constitute monuments are
those that have existed for such an extended
period of time that they are fully consumed
by the surrounding subconscious of the city.
However, some monuments are made so
by the insistent draw of a residing business,
such that even without numerous decades of
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persistence in the city, the local residents are
compelled to it, and collect fond memories
of it. Different definitions define how each
structure becomes monumental in its own
unique sense and these serve to “[exemplify]
the architectural form of the city... They are
like dates: first one, then the other; without
them we could not understand the passage of
time.”75 It is then imperative to this argument
to examine the complete architectural history
of monumental structures within the city, in
order to integrate a new idea of monumental
form within the pre-existing urban fabric.
The city of Nelson has continued to expand
as per the layout identified at its initial
inception, but has always gravitated back to
57

and schools built in Uphill.
Of the sites then that were either
abandoned or destroyed at some point in
their past, a good number had a promising
proposal for redevelopment already under
way at the outset of this thesis. Those sites
that remain after this set of elimination
criteria total six in number, and although
some proposals for development are being
undertaken, they are the most relevant for
the premise of design work. One of the six,
Mountain Station in Uphill, has also been
removed from study due to the restricted
footprint of the site, while the other five
are at a much broader scale. The final five
locations of monumental permanence
are all former industrial precursors in the
development of the city: 1) the city garage
building on Josephine Street in Downtown,
2) the aerial tramway on Toad Mountain, 3)
the empty site where the C.P.R. diesel train
service depot and roundhouse once resided
in Railtown, 4) the hulking remnants of the
KFP Wharf in Fairview, and 5) the remains
of the once extensive C.P.R. and City Wharf
by the waterfront in Lakeside. All of these
locations have been either completely
demolished or abandoned; how can one
maintain their physical presence in the
city, both physically and through collective
memory?
By seeking to preserve and replenish
historic monuments of the city, it is imperative

that they once again serve an active role
in the community as public structures for
assemblage, that can be inhabited by anyone.
Via interrelated routes of transportation, and
other critical sites, these monuments establish
the city as a living museum in and of itself, as
this is the only way to be true to these once
great and often well-utilized structures. This
would be in opposition to many attempts to
constrain valuable historic artifacts within
typical museum settings, which seems at
odds with the uses of buildings with active
programs, “to transform our presentday cities into outdoor museums whose
architectural streetscapes and spatial stratas
become privileged landscapes to explore
in pleasure or dismay.”77 Providing these
historic edifices with renewed contemporary
programs that allow for public use is the key
differentiator in maintaining their relevance in
an ever-evolving society, however this should
be done in such a way as to not destroy or
otherwise irrevocably take away the remnants
of these sites. Where possible, every effort
should be made to not just restore these
sites in the public sphere, but to preserve
what remains, and rebuild in a manner that
captures the essence and memory of the
location. It is through this reimagining of
monuments that we allow “the city [to] retain
the visible marks of the passage of time and
enable them to symbolize or encapsulate a
culture of place.”78

Figure 47 (facing - upper left). Nelson’s City Garage During its Tenure as a Ford Dealership.
Figure 48 (facing - upper right). The Remarkable Aerial Tramway Under Construction on Toad Mountain.
Figure 49 (facing - center). The Diesel Train Service Depot on the CPR Flats in Railtown Before it was Demolished.
Figure 50 (facing - lower left). Kootenay Forest Products Lumber Processing Facility in Fairview with its Original Wharf Structure.
Figure 51 (facing - lower right). The Immense C.P.R. and City Wharf at a Commanding Central Location on Nelson’s Waterfront.
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All Monuments, Past and Present

Figure 52. Compendium of All Monuments Identified in the City of Nelson, Both Past and Present.
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Destroyed, Demolished, or Abandoned Monuments

Monumental Sites Available to Develop

Aerial Tramway
Toad Mountain

City Garage
Downtown

Status: Demolished

Status: Persists (abandoned)

CPR Flats - Service Depot & Roundhouse
Railtown
Status: Demolished

KFP Wharf
Fairview/ Lakeside
Status: Abandoned

Figure 53. Compendium of Monuments in Nelson that have been Destroyed, Demolished, or Abandoned through Time.
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CPR and City Wharf
Lakeside

Status: Demolished (mostly)

Figure 54. Monumental Sites Selected from those that Lost Their Physical Presence, Which are Available to Develop.
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CHAPTER 09

THE CITY AS A WHOLE VERSUS HOLES IN THE CITY

When we think of the overall design
of a city, the first attempt is most often
directed as a top-down view of the entire
area, through maps that demarcate the
various uses spread throughout the regional
boundary. As well, traditionally, when we
look to commence the design of a single site
within the greater context of the city, it would
be looked at as an isolated unit for much of
the process. These notions certainly serve as
a means to the end of a project, but what then
becomes of an artful amalgamation of the
collective whole that completes the feeling of
a particular place? In my own investigation of
Nelson, as it relates at all scales of planning,
the five sites selected for design intervention
are, in fact, critical points that remain gaps
in the urban fabric, as well as being nodes
of suppressed memories in the collective
unconscious of the city. When thinking
about where to locate catalytic designs within
Nelson, the final selection was performed
not only by a process of elimination
concerning monuments (as demonstrated in
Chapter 8 on monumentality), but through
a rationalization of the theoretical concepts
of psychogeography, monumentality, and
collective memory, coalescing with the
lived experience acquired in my various
Dérives. Without having visited every
monument I established in the catalogue,
and more carefully examined those that
garnered attention, I would not have been
able to locate these most suitable sites for
historically-relevant development.
To aid in the orientation of the
five sites within the greater context of the
Figure 56 (facing page). The Grand Boulevard Planned for
Vernon Street. Just below the Stirling Hotel is the construction
site for the Civic Theatre.
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city, the following maps offer a descending
relationship of scales identifying each location,
while also highlighting important terrain, and
establishing the new transportation corridors
that will aid in accessing these renewed
public establishments. In the previous
section, the five locations were addressed
via their original uses; it is now relevant
to introduce their respective titles and
programs. To maintain a semblance of order
in the work, the sites will be listed by their
appearance in the following chapters. By no
means is the order of each site introduced
indicative of how they should be visited, nor
their importance over the others. With that
context established, the five sites reimagined
in the city are as follows: The Queen City Garage
is the renovated and restored new hotspot
in Downtown, heralding from the old City
Garage building, which now supports a
multitude of programs including a bar and
microbrewery, restaurant, and venue for
classic car shows as well as music events;
The Silver King Lookout proudly resides on the
upper slopes of Toad Mountain, gazing down
the valley below. It is now accessible via an
aerial gondola up the mountain range from
Nelson, while offering a choice of platforms,
impressive views, and the option of returning
to the city on either the gondola, or via a zip
line that traces the route of the original aerial
tramway; Nelson Flats is a remediated natural
area consisting of wetlands and native
vegetation on the former site of the C.P.R.
railyard. It can now be enjoyed by the public
with rail-inspired elevated trestle walkways,
with markers of information relaying the
rail history, and importantly, the Indigenous
precedence of the region; Rising from the
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rusting mass of the former KFP Wharf
in Fairview, Kootenay Woodworks becomes
a centre for wood related art and design.
Along the rest of the waterfront property,
a community of ‘tiny’ houses will make for
artist residences and affordable housing that
is desperately required in the city; Where
once a vast industrial pier stood as the hub
of activity in a central waterfront location
in Nelson, again a magnificent structure
will embody the energy of this place in the
shape of Pier 1897. The pier will preserve
what little remains of a deck assembly on
the site, while greatly expanding to reach
the grandeur of the original pier, reimagined
with contemporary ideas of public space.
Each of the five sites identified thus
far have at one point in history held a great
importance in the formation of Nelson’s
unique genius loci, and should appropriately
be reinvigorated to stimulate the psyche of
the city once again. While seekers of these
new programmatic assemblies should not
be prescribed a route by which to access
them, means of traversing the city to reach
them must be made available. These modes
of transport have been identified on the
overall site maps, indicating their new routes
and which monuments lie along them. To
allow for greater ease of access to the Silver
King Lookout on Toad Mountain, a new hub
would be constructed in Railtown as an
anchor point in the district, accommodating
a gondola lift that would ascend up the rocky
slopes of Morning and Toad Mountains to
connect the new monument. The gondola,
representative of the aerial tramway that
once funneled ore-rich rock down from the
mine site, could also be used to descend
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the mountains after taking in the scenery,
or alternatively, a zip line route from the
lookout could be used for the descent in
the case of thrill-seeking visitors. Within the
central transportation corridor of the city, a
streetcar would trace its former path through
the Downtown and part of Uphill, while
now being extended into Railtown, down to
the waterfront, and over into Fairview. The
Queen City Garage lies directly along the route
of the streetcar, in addition to Pier 1897
becoming a station point for the streetcar
as it projects out over the water. Along the
extensive waterfront area of Lakeside, two
methods of travel are offered; the first is a
ferry route that goes directly between the
Pier and Kootenay Woodworks to revive the
idea of watercraft carrying passengers, as
the sternwheelers once did. The other mode
of transit exists on land, where a green
corridor of bike paths follows the contours
of the shore all the way from the furthest
reaches of Railtown to the edge of Fairview.
This would cover the entire waterfront area,
creating a continuous zone of public space,
and permitting those so inclined to travel
the entire distance using impact-conscious
methods of transportation.
In the following chapters covering
the designs I have reimagined on the historic
industrial monuments of the city, I invite you
to share my vision through the architectural
narratives I have written for each. Please
forgo any existing notions you might have
of these locations, and allow yourself to
be transported to a future time in which all
of these public convergences of collective
memory are fully constructed within the city.
The text presented to you in the upcoming

sections alludes to a Dérive-like experience
describing the layers of history, in addition to
the (considered to be present) invigoration of
these monumental sites. With these intensive
descriptions I have attempted to capture the
memory of these locations, as well as my own
intentions in designing and reprogramming
them to suit contemporary practice. Along
with the narration of a future wanderer
through each of these renewed monuments,

visceral imagery I have prepared of each
location evokes the senses as to what could
be possible if we were to be proponents of
design based on the principles outlined in this
work. As you read the subsequent passages,
I invite you to not only imagine these sites
as I have designed and described them from
my own perspective, but envisage yourself
exploring these monuments in your own way.

Figure 57 (below). Intersection of Baker and Josephine Streets, Circa 1902.
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GONDOLA ROUTE
ZIPLINE ROUTE
STREETCAR LINE
FERRY ROUTE
PEDESTRIAN PATHS

SILVER KING LOOKOUT
NELSON FLATS

PIER 1897

QUEEN CITY GARAGE

Figure 58. Overall Context Map of the Five Designed Sites and the Methods of Transportation Connecting Them.
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KOOTENAY WOODWORKS
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						 CHAPTER 10 		
						

QUEEN CITY GARAGE

Today feels like a good day to grab a
beer. This is a sentiment shared by just about
everyone as I walk along Baker street, each patio
at capacity with Nelsonites revelling in local craft
hoppy goodness. Even in less fine weather, every
bar in the city would surely be full at this time
of the afternoon, but especially so in the fantastic
sunshine. Though I might be able to squeeze in
at any of the number of fine establishments
serving up chilled malt beverages, there is one
spot in particular I am headed, the Queen City
Garage. Completed in 1920, the imposing
granite block building served for many years as
the city’s own garage for maintenance of public
vehicles, inclusive of, and especially for, streetcars.
The cornerstone of this repair garage is the large
swinging doors that allowed the hard-working
vehicles of the time access to the spacious interior.
The heart of this building was the operable
‘roundhouse’ turntable that allowed streetcars to
enter, and be fully rotated, for maintenance at
the end of a long day serving the public. The
historic monolith found several other uses in its
lengthy lifespan, most of which revolved around
the automobile, including its time as Queen City
Motors, with gas pumps located outside, feeding
the popular vehicles of the time.
Much later, it became a furniture store,
before a neighbouring fire caused damage and left
it in disuse for some time. Now it has been fully
restored, reinforcing the original unique wood
interior structure, including the curved wood
trusses supporting the roof. The program has now
changed, and some significant improvements have
been made to the design, aside from keeping the
original form as intact as possible. The first of
these changes is quickly apparent as I round the
Figure 59 (facing page). A Ford-Sponsored Car Exiting the Large
Double Doors of the Garage.
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corner onto Josephine Street. Had I not already
been on Baker, the sign would have been something
to be seen from even further away; “Queen City
Motors” glares brightly in the sun, a neon sign
styled after the once great Nelson Daily News
sign that long graced the downtown. Though I
now witness it in the daylight, it is all the more
impressive to gaze at the lighted masterpiece on
top of this historic edifice after the sun has set.
The only other major change on the front facade
from its original shape is the new steel and cedar
overhang that shields passersby, or patrons, from
the beating sun, or in less favourable weather,
pelting rain.
Making my way to the ascending front
doors I press my palm on the brushed steel frame,
and push gradually as the heavy door easily glides
open, to allow my entrance. Walking into Queen
City Garage is like transplanting pieces of car
culture and history into a contemporary setting,
sublimating the ideas of a history long relegated
to the archives, into the public sphere. Directly
ahead, with all the spotlights highlighting it, a
proud car collector stands by his restored ‘67
Mustang GT500, as it slowly turns on the raised
turntable, positioned just as the streetcars used to
be rotated in this very spot. To the right of the
turntable I locate what I came here for: behind
the bar are three vintage gas pumps, repurposed
to hold precious brew, chilled and on display for
thirsty customers such as myself. Hopping up on
a bar stool, I put my feet on the polished brass
foot rail and rest my elbows on the solid wood
bar, as a bartender announces his greetings. I
ask for a pint of their “Fuel Pump” hazy IPA,
and watch as the sweet nectar is siphoned from
the pump’s tap, and into my waiting glass. As
I go to take my first sip, I look through the tall
glazing past the taps, to the fermentation tanks
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in the room behind, for this is not just a bar, but
a microbrewery. The delicious beer I am tasting
was made just a few yards away from where I
now sit.
While the bar is a pleasant place to
enjoy a beverage, I decide to wander up to the
mezzanine and walk its length, upon which has
been displayed the various images of the different
stages of life that this building has had. All of
the automotive presence in this structure could
not have been ignored when it was revitalized, as
it was the most logical site to house the roaming
classic car shows of the Kootenays. With the

turntable, and other spots inside, complimented
by a full lot out back, a true host of painstakingly
restored mechanical marvels can be found here
on a sunny summer weekend. Stopping at the
midpoint of the mezzanine, I look down at the
perfectly lit Mustang. When the car show season
ends that platform can be found to host a variety
of musical performers, in complement to the bar
and restaurant that surrounds it. In all seasons
it is a joy to visit this space, reflect on its long
history, and enjoy some of the most appreciated
Kootenay pastimes with friends: good local beers,
classic cars, and live music.

Figure 60 (facing - top). The Main Facade of the Garage During its Time as Queen City Motors.
Figure 61 (facing - middle). Present Condition of the Garage as it Sits Unused.
Figure 62 (facing - bottom). Concept Image for the Newly Imagined Queen City Garage Hosting Classic Cars, and Contemporary Programs.
Figure 63 (below). Rendered View of the Exterior of Queen City Garage. The neon sign glows softly on the roof, while warm lighting inside,
and under the new steel and cedar canopy, invites patrons inside.
Figure 64 (next page). Plan of the Queen City Garage and Parking Area on the Site.
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Figure 65 (above). View Upon Entrance to Queen City Garage. The turntable lies directly at the centre with bar off to the right.
Figure 66 (below). Mezzanine Overlooking the Main Space Below. On the right-hand wall, images of the automotive history of Nelson are
displayed. Seating and standing space follows the length of the guard rail. The curved wood trusses are fully displayed from here.
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Figure 67 (above). Elevated View of the Interior Space. Across from the bar is a dining area, followed by more casual seating at the building’s
exterior. Standing tables are also seen around the circular columns. The staircase to the mezzanine can be seen in the background.
Figure 68 (below). The Turntable and Bar Area of the Garage in Action.
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CHAPTER 11

SILVER KING LOOKOUT

Sometimes I feel an inward desire to
ascend to a high point within the landscape of the
city or its surroundings; a place where a total view
of the terrain can be had with the eye unhindered
by the obstacles of misplaced development. In
certain settings, ones in which the topography is
not abound with peaks or hills, a tall structure
may serve as the high point from which to observe
the remainder of the urban expanse. To the joy
of many, Nelson does not feel a need to build
its highest reaches, for they exist on all sides.
The pertinent problem, however, is in climbing
to these natural formations and obtaining the
delectable views they present. While on a great
many occasions I have hiked the much lower
Pulpit Rock for an overview across the lake, a
significantly greater elevation can now be reached
without the strain of one’s own legs progressing
each and every meter up the mountain. With the
new aerial gondola system rising all the way up
past Morning Mountain, to near the ridgeline of
Toad Mountain, anyone can now find themselves
at one of the most pronounced views of the city,
formerly restricted to those more adventurous
and/or in possession of an all-wheel drive vehicle.
Departing from downtown Nelson, it is
a short journey by foot, or on the restored streetcar,
down to the further reaches of Railtown, where
the base station of the gondola is located. As a
resident of the city, I make use of my discounted
season pass and board the next cable car headed
up the alpine slopes. As the gondola begins to rise
above the level of Downtown, a unique perspective
is had at elevations never easily accessed, lending
a new knowledge of the urban landscape. The
breathtaking sights absorbed on the gradual
ascent are truly worth the trip on multiple
Figure 69 (facing page). Upper Station of the Aerial Tramway
Under Construction Near Silver King Mine.
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occasions; from on high, all of the monumental
constructions and interlacings of the city are most
evident, no longer a privileged view held by a select
group. The gondola continues its path above the
enveloping forest on the mountain edge, before
cresting the first rolling peak. Looking ahead,
I spot the destination of this journey, first the
upper station of the gondola, and then, around
the bend of the ridgeline, the distant speck of
the final platform. Upon reaching the unloading
station, the journey I have taken could happily
conclude here, with a lookout platform, small
amenities, and a glorious view down the valley.
Today however, I have decided upon completing
the full loop of this mountainous excursion,
where I must hike the final extent among the
upper reaches of the ridgeline towards the Silver
King Lookout.
As I make the last trek on foot, I
reflect on the importance of this mountain site
to the history of Nelson as a place. Were it
not for the rich veins of ore discovered here, the
transportation and refining hub of the city far
below would not have found its premise. Back
in the late 19th century, to arrive at the location
far up the mountain I find myself at now would
have required a treacherous journey by horse and
wagon; or perhaps, an unadvisable ride up one
of the ore buckets of the aerial tramway, likely
fueled by a few glasses of whiskey. Even that
trip would not have resulted in quite as much
elevation gain, arriving instead at the Silver King
mine site, some distance below this ridge. Early
on in the history of the mine, a small town was
congregated around the mining infrastructure, so
far detached from any other settlements at this
height in the wilderness. Despite the massive
undertaking of moving ore from below ground
and all the way down the mountainside, little
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to cast my gaze back towards Nelson, so far as
it is below this perch on the mountain. The awe
of this expanse confirms the sublime feeling I
yearned for of being above all civilization found
below.
After some time taking in the view, I
turn back towards the gap in the center of the
end section of the lookout. A solid-cast metal
apparatus is anchored overtop of a ladder,
where the termination of a thickly braided cable
is wrapped around. While I could hike to the
previous platform and ride the gondola back
down, today I decide to conquer my fear and
take the quickest route to the city. On the lower
platform I am strapped in and connected to the
cable that will be the only thing keeping me from
an even more rapid, and permanent, descent. The
path of the zip line guides participants to several
platforms (each modelled after the support towers
of the aerial tramway) at lower elevations, first
stopping at the historic Silver King mine site,
before following the original path of the tramway
back to the city. Taking one last moment of
pause at the end of the vast drop below, I steel
myself and leap off the end, sailing through the
air, an exhilaration untold...

GO

remains of the historic infrastructure, save for the
odd piece of metal machinery or timber framing
tucked away in the woods, and the clearing left by
the original mine site.
Rounding the last bend to the lookout, it
is clear that the wooden structure of its precarious
perch resembles that of the ramshackle mining
constructions established in this area more
than 130 years ago. As I get closer, the weight
of the framework’s timbers looks all the more
formidable, though it is still dwarfed by the
immense expanse stretching out below. Panels of
weathered steel along the spans of the railings
radiate a dull orange in the sunlight, in a way
reflecting the mineral history of the mountain
with its sizable (and mostly extracted) copper
deposits. Setting foot on the wooden walkway of
the lookout, the narrow first segment restricts the
ultimate view, while offering images on either side
of the guardrail of the mining operation that is
the namesake of this new lookout: horses hauling
timbers for the construction, the small outcrop of
structures that managed the whole operation, and
of course, the buckets of ore descending on the
aerial tramway. Towards the end of the platform
the walkway widens, making room for a lower
section, before coming to a point that invites me

ZIP LINE FOLLOWS ROUTE
OF FORMER AERIAL TRAMWAY

GONDOLA STATION/
FIRST PLATFORM
SILVER KING MINE SITE
SILVER KING LOOKOUT

Figure 70 (facing page). Map of the Silver King Lookout in
Relation to the Gondola Station, and Silver King Mine Site.
The aerial gondola carries passengers up the mountain to the
top station and first platform, while a hiking trail leads to the
Lookout, and a zip line makes for an alternate path to descend.

ZIPLINE

ROUTE

HIKE BETWEEN GONDOLA STATION
AND SIVER KING LOOKOUT

SCALE 1:7,500
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Figure 71 (above). Exaggerated View of the Lookout to the City of Nelson Below. Full use of the platform and zip line can be seen.
Figure 72 (below). Rendered View of the Lookout as it Rests on the Mountainside. The wood stilt structure is easily reminiscent of the aerial
tramway station under construction.
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Figure 73 (above). Perspective from the Beginning of the Walk, out Along the Length of the Platform. On each side of the weathered steel
guardrail images of the mining history of Toad Mountain and Nelson are displayed.
Figure 74 (below). Top-down View of the Platform. The long walkway widens around the descent to the lower zip line launch, while the end
of the lookout points back to Nelson and the valley below.
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CHAPTER 12 		
NELSON FLATS

Greenery, vegetation, flowers, grasses,
trees, forests, vines, shrubs. All of these natural
elements are found abundantly in areas untouched
by human habitation, while many cities now
relegate them to sparse plots of land designated
as “public parks,” or the like. As a species, we
all yearn for connection to the realm of nature;
this same innate sense I feel now as I find myself
drawn to the nearest available protected area of
nature in Nelson. For those wandering through
the downtown browsing the businesses on Baker,
or out for a stroll in the cool breeze, it is not
a tiresome journey to a nearby parcel of land
in Railtown, home to a restored wetland, the
Nelson Flats. I take a deep breath of mountain
air, only slightly tainted by the rush of vehicles in
this busy part of town, as I descend the slope of
Baker towards the historic district of the railway.
With a first glimpse of this peculiar area, flatter
than most other parts of the city, the relatively
brief history (in the grander scheme of time) of
the rail industry flashes through my mind. In the
earliest period of Nelson’s development, this area
would have been an unusual mix of booming
industrial stations, and agriculture in the shape
of the “Chinese Gardens,” and cattle baron
Burns’ livestock grazing. A takeover of land
by CP rail inevitably occurred - as with almost
everywhere near the waterfront - covering any
remaining soil with toxic materials to support
the all-encompassing rail infrastructure. With
the modernization of transportation methods,
and opening of other avenues for distribution,
the massive train support network was cut back
to the main lines, the remainder of land to be left
a contaminated wreckage of industry.
As I round the intersection of Baker
Figure 75 (facing page). Aerial Image of the CPR Flats with Its
Peak of Rail Infrastructure in 1960.
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and Highway 3A, the most signature approach
to the Flats is presented, a high pedestrian
bridge traversing the active rail corridor, before
spiralling down to the near waterline elevation
of the Flats. Crossing the bridge, I examine the
multitude of tracks below; though not exceedingly
busy, modern freight trains still pass through
Nelson, issuing forth their signal horns at each
interval on their journey. A brightly marked
CP train rumbles along below me, grinding to
a slow halt past the repurposed heritage station.
No passengers can be seen eagerly awaiting the
train, as they would have back in the age of
steam, nor is there the same bustle of activity
and the orchestrated disarray of trains entering
a multitude of stations, and service depots. This
may have been a loss to the community for a great
deal of time, however, today perhaps a more
appropriate purpose has been found for the land
I now come level with after the descent of the
elevated walkway. Casting my vision across the
expanse before me, I see a dispersed network of
raised pathways plodding through a biologically
diverse wetland zone, flush with the deep greens
and blues of a thriving natural environment.
A placated reverberation is felt with each step
I advance along the rough sawn planks that
formulate the pedestrian path I find myself on,
bordered on each side by similarly designed guard
rails, protecting not only me from wet boots on
the loose earth below, but also the delicate plants
and indistinguishable life forms that have made
this place their home from the foreign invasion
that would be my heel. These wooden arrays
supporting my travel impart a minimal footprint
on the vegetal substrates below, while resembling
some of the industrial history of the railway.
Looking at a nearby bend in the path, groups
of square timbers are sunken into the loamy
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Figure 76 (above). The Diesel Train Service Depot in Railtown. The structure survived much longer than most others in the Flats, but was
recently demolished.
Figure 77 (below). Concept Image for the Rehabilitation of the Flats into a Wetland with Elevated Walkways.
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soil, arranged in such a fashion as to resemble
the wooden trestle bridges in the bygone era of
precariously supported rail lines.
In first passing the threshold of the
railway on the entrance to this area, I thought
of the rail history that took place during the
foundation and expansion of Nelson as a city.
Now, as I venture further into the untamed
naturalized area, my reflection turns to the
formation of this landscape long before the term
industry was even a known concept. If I were to
have an unobstructed view from this location to
the lake just 150 years prior, the point at which
my retinas detected water would have begun only
a stone’s throw away. In the labour of progress,
fill was pushed into the long shallows of this shore
of the lake, creating new land to construct more
pavement in the advance of industry. At that
time, when the idea of the machine would simply
have not existed, this area would have been a
completely undisturbed environment, with ponds
of water in an inherently natural wetland, veined
with small tributaries to the crystal-clear lake.
The only humans, who resided in this region for
millennia, would have been the local Indigenous
groups who used this flat land as a seasonal
camp for fishing, gathering, and hunting. These
original and rightful caretakers of the land
sought not to disturb the natural order that took
place in the environment from time immemorial,
before the intervention of industry in the late
19th century. Though so severely and profoundly
interrupted in their inhabitation of this area, it
is with some modest hope that rehabilitating this
one spit of land lost to industrial progress is at
least a step towards reconciliation with the land
and its people.
Leaving the route of my journey through

the Flats entirely up to the ebb and flow of my
wandering mind, I continue along the winding
walkways, which, at an ill-conceived glance,
appear to have a similar organized disarray to
them as the mass of rail lines that once suffocated
the landscape. This, in a sense, holds some truth
in that certain circuitous ends of the path have
been carefully synchronized to the same locations
as key structures and tracks that once pervaded
the landscape; of notable significance would
be the train turntable, roundhouse, and diesel
service depots that monumentalized the Flats.
Other paths, however, assist in the natural
inclination of pedestrians to circumvent nondirect routes, in favour of clear lines from one
terminus of the site to another. Arriving at one
of the pivotal moments in this amalgamation of
accessible paths and natural flora, the site of the
former turntable, I pause and allow the sensory
perceptions of being surrounded by nature take
command. Muffled sounds of the modern city can
be heard, but these are muted by the cacophony
of rustling leaves and twittering insects. The
damp, but not unpleasant, smell of the wetland
saturates the air, while the enveloping multitude
of plant-life cools the wind that brushes past my
skin. Opening my eyes to the world once again,
I examine the plaques placed within targeted
apertures in the overhanging guard of the path.
Speaking to the long history of this place, they
describe in both words and historic images, the
Indigenous inhabitants of the land, as well as the
far more recent industrial conventions. A breath
taken here absolves the mind of the rigours and
responsibilities of urban life, allowing one to
connect with the natural history and collective
unconscious of the environment.
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CONNECTIONS ARE MADE TO EXISTING TRAIL SYSTEMS NEAR THE SITE

TRAILS FOLLOW EXISTING DESIRE PATHS ON THE SITE
FOR INTUITIVE MOVEMENT THROUGHOUT

RENATURALIZING COTTONWOOD CREEK AS IT FLOWS THROUGH THE SITE

CERTAIN WALKWAYS MIMIC THE LAYOUT OF FORMER
RAIL LINES OR STRUCTURES ON THE SITE

INTEGRATING WATER ONTO THE SITE AS IT ONCE WAS
BEFORE TOTAL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

CONCEPT SECTION

RENDER VOLUME

NEW PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE FROM VERNON STREET
OVER THE RAILWAY

ELEVATED WALKWAYS ON TRELLIS
GROUND PATHWAYS - SIDEWALK/ GRAVEL

RE-ESTABLISHING A LOCAL WETLAND ECOSYSTEM
Figure 78. Plan of the Elevated Walkway System through the Remediated Wetland of the Flats.
Figure 79, 80 (next two pages). Renders of a Section through the Walkway Indicated as “Render Volume” on the Map.
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CHAPTER 13

KOOTENAY WOODWORKS

There is something that appeals strongly
to me in the fine craftsmanship of a refined piece
of woodwork, of the natural grain and texture
of a material, through which the knowledgeable
can create beautiful pieces of functional design,
extremely well suited to the body, or pleasing to
the eye. When working with wood as a natural
material, there is a feeling of peace that washes
over me, and a part of my brain becomes in tune
with the medium I am working with, allowing
a degree of focus to craft I might otherwise be
deaf to. Then, at the completion of the work, I
can hardly describe the pride that is to be felt in
running one’s hand over the carefully smoothed,
finished lines of a toilsome object, having
expended an incalculable effort in its craft. This
feeling I imagine is one shared by all craftspeople
in this art, and is the principle inspiration for
the founding of Nelson’s own centre dedicated
to the wood-related arts, Kootenay Woodworks.
Readily accessed by either the ferry service along
the waterfront, or the streetcar along the main
transportation corridor from Downtown, the
Woodworks is an excellent destination for anyone
seeking to view, acquire, or produce, wood crafts.
As I make my way to the north end of the city,
brisk mountain air caressing my skin, with gentle
waves breaking at the prow of the ferry, I think
of the circumstances that led to the Woodworks
taking shape. The history of forestry in this area
is as old as the city itself, so intertwined as it was
with the methods used to extract other materials
from the landscape, and in constructing much of
the massive infrastructure they required. Despite
every other primary industry receding greatly
from the region (particularly around Nelson),
the lumber mills that utilized the lake for their
Figure 81 (facing page). Early Image of the Wharf at Kootenay
Forest Products Before it Was Expanded.
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refinement of rough timber lasted through to the
1980’s, the last of which being Kootenay Forest
Products in Fairview.
Passing below the Big Orange Bridge, I
look ahead to the fantastic view of the distant
snow-capped mountains encompassing the clean
blue waters of the lake. Dense forests coat all
but the most treacherous areas of the mountain
slopes, a well-suited inspiration to the works
of wood I am on my way to see. On the final
approach around the shoreline, the imposing
structure of the Kootenay Woodworks wharf
can now be seen. The mammoth steel structure
on which the Woodworks is supported long stood
as a rusting hulk in the water, having outlived its
use with the lumber mill, and later the assembly
of the Osprey 2000 ferry. Today it radiates a
warm energy over the waterfront, its steel-framed
body restored, and filled with the welcoming
solidity of cross-laminated timber.
With the ferry now docking next to the
main wharf structure, I cross the gangplank and
enter the first of three buildings that constitute
the varying programs of the Woodworks. This
greeting structure serves as a landing to docking
vessels, while also providing visitors a glimpse of
some of the more sculptural works of woodcraft
in a subsidiary gallery space. Continuing along
the site, I pass by the second building, this one
more enclosed, but offering tall glass windows to
a public classroom space, nestled between the two
other wharf structures. From here I ascend a
ramp to the main building, and, upon entry, my
gaze is drawn upwards to the unique formation
of timber and glazing that rests atop this entrance
atrium. At one time near this location was a
“beehive burner,” a daunting conical structure in
which waste material from the lumber mill was
incinerated. This apparatus atop the Woodworks
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symbolically represents that lost process, though
now it sculpturally invites visitors to bask in the
light that it casts as a skylight into the entrance.
Taking a turn to my left I have the intent to walk
the length of the wharf and see what lies at its
pinnacle moment. Bridging the threshold of large
doors between the spaces, I am initially greeted
with a makerspace for the wood crafts, with
people hard at work off the main passage honing
fine pieces of workmanship. Continuing along in
my journey, I cross through the last transitional
space to the final room. Fully open in concept and
design, I find in this final suite a collective of
people working together on a larger wood project,
and from my own experience (with crafting birch
bark canoes) I identify it as the early stages of a
traditional sturgeon-nosed canoe.
After taking some time to absorb the
process of the canoe’s construction, and bathing
in the warm light of the large windows to the
lake, I walk back outside, and head now in the
opposite direction from which I arrived. Here I
join the lightly gravel-covered path that caresses
the ridgeline shore of the lake. Around me I see
others enjoying the fine day, whether in groups
or alone, many with the leash of an eager dog

in hand or a restless child in tow. To my left,
the supple waves of the lake vivaciously lap
the shore, the crests of each flowing movement
beaming brightly in the sunlight. In the once
desolate grassland to my right, now a luscious
allotment of trees and low shrubs has been
arranged. Dotted between the fresh greenery, I
can make out the corrugated steel siding and
feature wood timbers of a community of tiny
homes. Having considered at length the purchase
of one of these small homes myself, I know well
of their affordability for younger generations,
as well as those beginning their own artistic
endeavours. Many of the craftspeople who utilize
the Woodworks for their creations have taken up
residence in these small, but comfortable, abodes,
along with others struggling to afford property
in the city. With the continuous pathway along
the shore, the waterfront is kept public, while
these enviable dwellings reside within sight of
the water, tucked away among lush greenspace.
Perhaps I might find myself in one of these
quaint homes soon; I decide to think on it, as I
take a relaxed stroll back along the waterfront
pathway to the downtown, enjoying the scenery of
this beautiful place.

Figure 82 (facing page). Existing Steel Wharf Structure as it Stands Abandoned Today.
Figure 83. The Kootenay Forest Products Facility with Its Initial Wharf Structure on the Waterfront in Fairview.
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TINY HOUSE LOTS ARE SURROUNDED WITH NATURAL
GREENERY FOR PRIVACY AND BEAUTIFICATION

THE FURTHEST PROJECTING SPACE ALLOWS
FOR THE GREATEST VIEWS IN A COLLECTIVE
ART STUDIO
LONGITUDINAL SECTION
DOCKING AREA FOR THE FERRY
SERVICE ENTERS THROUGH AN
OPEN AIR PUBLIC GALLERY

PUBLIC CLASSROOM SPACE FOR
GROUP LESSONS

THE BODY OF THE SKELETAL WHARF WILL
BECOME THE MAIN EXHIBITION SPACE

A CONTINUOUS (GRAVEL) PATH IS MADE ALONG
THE WATERFRONT FOR PUBLIC USE

EXISTING WALKWAY MAKES FOR A GRAND
ENTRANCE TO THE GALLERY SPACES

Figure 84. Programmatic Plan of the Kootenay Woodworks Structures, and Map of ‘Tiny’ House Community Layout.
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TINY HOUSE COMMUNITY FORMED ALONG THE
WATERFRONT TO PROVIDE AFFORDABLE
OPTIONS FOR HOUSING
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Figure 85 (above - left). Looking Down the Stairs to the Collective Art Space and Beyond to the Lake View.
Figure 86 (above - right). View from Below the ‘Beehive Burner’ Skylight in the Entrance to the Woodworks.
Figure 87 (below). Longitudinal Section through the Kootenay Woodworks, Demonstrating the Relationship of Spaces.
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CHAPTER 14 		
PIER 1897

As on many evenings, I find myself
drawn to the call of the water; whether to socialize
or reflect, the West Arm of Kootenay Lake is
always a pleasure to visit. One location carries a
particular weight in its importance to this place,
a beacon for all those in the city to at some point
find themselves upon, Pier 1897. Christened by
title with the year of Nelson’s incorporation, the
site of the pier has maintained a strong presence
since the time of its original construction. Initially
arranged as a moderate system of docks for use by
the city in its fledgling years, it was soon acquired
by the ravenous Canadian Pacific Railway, and
expanded upon to a magnificent scale. Stretching
from the rail line and deep out into the lake, the
immense pier at that time distended more than
800 feet long - with a breadth of at least 50
feet - to support the transfer of cargo from an ondock rail system to steam ships docking on either
side of the impressive structure. With the end of
the steam age, the pier found itself reduced to a
mere shadow of its heyday glory, that is, until its
recent redevelopment into a public pier for all to
enjoy in a renewed form. I find myself reflecting
on this history as I descend the hill towards the
waterfront from Downtown. Already by this
point I can see the richly expressive features of
the wooden pier, and I look forward to the thud
of boot on solid timber as I cross its expanse.
On this occasion I feel a certain reverie on my
approach to the oft-visited structure, for today I
have taken it upon myself to perform the ritual
of the steam whistle.
The first 100 or so steps on the pier is
a markedly different experience from the rest, as
my legs impact on worn planks, being that this
first section is what remains of the structure that
Figure 88 (facing page). Early Image of the Wharf at Kootenay
Forest Products Before it Was Expanded.
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stood here before the expansions were performed.
To my left, I see the last streetcar pulling out
onto the dock, and I am immediately transported
back a century to when the steam trains could be
seen regularly making their journey in this same
place. The streetcar is unloaded and passengers
step off the edge of the pier, and onto the small
ferry that makes its short voyage under the Big
Orange Bridge to dock at the other industrial
waterfront monument, the Kootenay Woodworks.
As I continue along the extensive length of the
pier, I see others enjoying the fine evening, either
leaning with a foot up on the railing to gaze at
the mountains in either direction, or seated upon
one of a number of benches, to find rest on their
evening walk. Several intricate details of the
well-imagined design catch my attention in the
reflection of my journey along the pier. Frosted
globes of buttery orange glow spark alight to
pour down radiance on the present inhabitants
of the pier; connecting the bulbs to a grounded
state are delicate formworks of black burnished
steel arching back onto truncated conical support
poles, which then plunge down through the
decking. These, I recall, reflect the innovative
electrical fixtures mounted on the original pier.
Another commanding feature of the design is
the preservation of existing groups of pilings,
enhanced with gleaming brass caps to protect the
cores of these longstanding pillars of marine
history. All along each side of the expanded pier,
new piles have been driven, with some peaking
above the wooden deck, symbolically reminiscent
of the mooring piles that would anchor the
great sternwheelers. A third, and perhaps most
striking element of the pier design is that of the
continuous black steel guard rail, as contingency
around the outline of the walkable area. Its
molded formwork elegantly curls up to support a
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Figure 89 (above). The C.P.R. and City Wharf of Nelson in its Heyday. The on-dock rail ran in the centre below the two main platforms on
either side, ready for docking ships.
Figure 90 (below). Early Concept Image for Pier 1897. At the end of the pier a smokestack will support a steam whistle, with a small boiler
below the deck.
Figure 91 (facing page). The Great Nasookin Cruising off the Shore of Nelson.
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top rail that begs to be leaned upon, while at its
base a superbly shaped foot rail, or the intuitively
balanced benches, are supported for the pleasure
of those visiting the pier.
Now on my approach to the narrowing
end of the pier, I examine the smokestack that
towers at the prow of this great wooden framework.
Modelled after the stacks of the tremendous
steam-powered sternwheelers that once dominated
the lake system of the Interior, this black metal
pillar is a symbolic echo of a past era, long lost to
the advances made in transportation. Before I can
take the final steps to this ultimate destination of
the pier, I first descend the adjustable walkway
to the lower platform, where the boiler that
feeds the smokestack can be accessed. Though
the water fluctuates far less since the dredging
of the lake (to speed the water flowing to the
dams downstream), the spring runoff can still
push levels much higher, necessitating that this
lower platform be able to float up to near the
height of the main deck. I walk a circle around

the boiler at the center of the platform, hanging
below the smokestack above, before preparing to
start feeding it in anticipation of the main event.
On opening the chamber of the boiler, the embers
are still glowing hot from a midday whistle-blow,
making for quick work building the pressure
back up to what is needed for the perfect sound.
Above me as I work, I can hear the odd bit of
conversation from those appreciating the scenery,
or perhaps basking in the glow of the smokestack
as it heats up. With the fire now roaring inside
the boiler, the metal above will have reacted to
reveal images of those majestic sternwheelers as
they once cruised across the lake to make port in
the city. It is at times like this that I imagine how
the population here must have anticipated every
journey of the greatest of all sternwheelers in
this area, the Nasookin, as it beamed across the
lake, a sight that brought nearly every inhabitant
to bask in its advanced spotlights, listen to its
glistening bells, and of course, the bellow of its
whistle.
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Of all the locally crafted ships to
traverse the lake system near Nelson, the last
(and by far the largest)79 sternwheeler to be
constructed on the Interior Lakes received
the highest admiration of the locals. Watching
over its launch in 1913 was a crowd of 2,000
celebratory Nelsonites (nearly 1/3 of the
population at the time) who witnessed the
Nasookin, adorned with the highest degree
of flags and bunting, first touch the waters

in which it would spend its entire operating
life.80 This magnificent vessel became the
pride of the city, being so closely connected
in the collective memory of this place that
the lake still feels as if an essential part of
its presence is missing. During its lifespan
on the water, it became a known activity
to watch as the Nasookin came around to
dock, with accounts describing its ephemeral
qualities and the crowd awaiting it:

On warm summer evenings, it was one of the town’s joys to gather on the wharf and watch the east boat
come in. The beautiful Nasookin, largest on the lake, blazing with lights like something from fairy land,
steamed down the West Arm, its reflection streaming across the water. When it maneuvered to dock, that
signal bell, which had a silvery tone like no other bell, chimed instructions from the Captain to the engine
room. Huge arc lights mounted on the first deck illuminated the wharf and dazzled the crowd.81
This depiction indicates the intense
relationship of the steamships, all of which
were constructed in the vicinity of the
city, to Nelson as a place, and convey the
underlying yearning for a vessel reminiscent
of this past sensation. While a ship similar
in grandeur to the Nasookin is no longer
feasible - particularly due to the imposed
height restriction of the Big Orange Bridge
- a smaller ferry could be integrated into
the route between two of the renewed
monumental sites on the waterfront. This
relationship of returning a passenger ship
to the lake is necessary to the history of
Nelson, yet a severe gap would remain in
the collective unconscious of the city if a
steam whistle were left out of this restorative
action.
To recall narratives and memories
of these monumental sites, as they were
formulated in the most prominent period of
their existence, can be possible through their
vestiges: thoughts, ideas, photographs that
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demonstrate the atmosphere they projected
in their past grandeur. However, one sense sound - is difficult to convey by most historic
accounts of these locations. The steam
whistle is the missing piece of this collective
urban puzzle, and the site of its reintegration
into the surreal amalgamation of memory is
the central city pier. At its furthest extent out
into the lake, the pier supports a smokestack
reminiscent of those held aloft of the old
steam-powered vessels, and on that prow
of the pier, mounted to the front of the
faithfully restored smokestack, will be the
burnished brass steam whistle.

With the fire suitably stoked, the pressure
has exceeded the necessary level so that I can now
return to the upper deck to hear that wondrous
sound. A small crowd has gathered closer to the
end of the pier, as they must all know what is
to come at this ostentatious event. Looking up
to the steam whistle mounted on the face of the
smokestack, the all-brass casing shimmers in the

dying light of the day, and I ready myself to pull
the dappled lever as steam already begins leaking
around the edge of the beautifully crafted whistle
bell. With a steady weight on the lever, the steam
pin is released and velvety vapour erupts from
around the cup of the whistle, hitting the fine
edge of the bell, and bellowing its deep note.
All at once I can feel the layers of history in
the region collide with the tremendous belting of
the whistle as it projects far across the valley, to
be heard at all elevations... On other occasions I
have found myself at some of the highest points
in the city, and like clockwork the whistle can be
heard, albeit much fainter than on the pier itself
its sound still carries as strong as ever... The last
of the steam seeps out of the whistle at the end
of several long, silvery tones and a silence falls
over all those on the pier, and the entire valley, as
the last echo recedes into the distant mountains.

issued from this pivotal spot on the Nelson
waterfront, an immense crisp tone will carry
across the entire valley, recalling all occasions
of steamships coming to port, a sound that
has not been heard here in decades to be
sure. With this contemporary program for
the utilization of the historic steam whistle,
the sound it bellows will once again be a
part of the collective psyche of Nelson, no
longer a bygone echo of a past era, but an
integrated experience of the present day.
Figure 92 (below). A Burning SS Nelson Blazes on the Lake at
the Chahko Mika Festival in 1914.
Figure 93 (next page). The Steam Whistle and Smokestack at
the End of Pier 1897 in the Evening Light.

Nelson has a long history of
celebrations marking particular events, or
yearly days of joyful festivities. One such
event in history celebrated the end of the
life of one of the steamers, the locally
renowned SS Nelson, which was set alight
during the Chahko Mika Festival in 1914.82
While the sound of the steam whistle would
previously have been heard at every arrival
and departure of a ship into port, a more
contemporary use for the whistle mounted
at the end of the pier could be to have it
sound during celebratory events. What better
way for the whistle to once again be part of
the physical presence of the city than to
hear it during joyous occasions throughout
the entire urban area, and as far as it can be
carried down the lake. When the signal is
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Figure 94 (above). Collage of Historic Photographs for the New Streetcar On-Dock Rail of Pier 1897. A steamship representative of the new
ferry route is docking, demonstrating the transportation connection at this location.
Figure 95 (below). Approach to the End of the Pier and the Smokestack. Note the railing, foot rail, and bench system integrated into the
guardrail, as well as the historically inspired light fixtures along the centre of the pier.
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Figure 96 (above). Long View of the Pier Lit Up at Night.
Figure 97 (below). Groups of People Gathered in the Earlier Portion of the Pier at Night. Notice the transition board between the old worn
planks of the surviving structure, and the newer decking running perpendicular around it.
Figure 98 (next page). The Glory of the Pier in Full Nighttime Lighting.
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CHAPTER 15

SUMMARY THOUGHTS ON THE DÉRIVE AND
COLLECTIVE MEMORY

Through the collected narratives and
designs presented in this work, it has been
my imperative to craft something which is
quintessentially unique to a particular place,
inherently absorbing all history and memory
available to each site in order to produce a
body of design that is irreplaceable in the
development of the city. As the unifying
notion of the complete process that has
been outlined in this work, the city can act
as a ‘living museum’ if its historic artifacts
and architecture are kept alive: remaining in
their original positions within the fabric of
the city, while being revived with historicallybased design interventions, in addition
to contemporary programs that allow
for community involvement and public
assemblage. The framework that I have
created for this undertaking is unequivocally
non-prescriptive in its methodology, for it is
not possible for one to establish a rigorous
system capable of being directly supplanted
into every unique city across the globe. Such
a system of plug-and-play architecture, as
has been utilized within the Modern agenda,
goes against everything this thesis seeks
to remedy in contemporary urban areas.
Though it requires much deeper thought,
and research, into the underlying
characteristics and essence of each place,
design which is directly informed by,
and becomes a part of, the city it resides
within, remains a way in which we (as
architects) can preserve and advance
the quality of our living environments,
while simultaneously building upon the
Figure 100 (facing page). The Famously Large Collapse of Baker
Street, and Other Streets in Downtown Nelson. This event
happened early in the city’s history, depicted here with many
bystanders watching worker’s attempts at the repair.
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palimpsest that saturates the foundation
of every city.
Notwithstanding the facts of this
new system being incapable of providing
a step-by-step process to obtaining quality
design work - in emulating the theoretical
basis, and non-procedural methods - the
ideas presented here in moving towards the
concept of The City as a Living Museum could
necessarily be applied anywhere. If I were
pressed to summarize the comprehensive
work I performed here in Nelson, as a
collection of essential tasks, it would be as
follows:
• Ascertain the basis of understanding
needed to engage with the core theories
of the Dérive, collective memory,
monumentality, and to at least some
extent, permanence, urban form, and
genius loci. As eminent authored works
to be used as a launching point, this
would include Theory of the Dérive by Guy
Debord, The City of Collective Memory by
M. Christine Boyer, The Architecture of the
City by Aldo Rossi, The Image of the City
by Kevin Lynch, as well as The Situationist
City by Simon Sadler, The Practice of
Everyday Life by Michel De Certeau, and
Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology of
Architecture by Christian Norberg-Shulz.
• Whether you as an individual originate
from the city where the design will take
place or not, it is essential to walk, to
wander, to cast oneself on many Dérives
(drifts) throughout the city to absorb its
inseparable characteristics of place, its
hidden meanings, its aura of recognition,
and the collected memories in the psyche
of people and of the place itself.
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•

•

At whichever point the sites are identified
within the city boundary that are the
crucial points of disregarded history in
need of relevant intervention, another
process of involved, in-situ study must
occur. Even if the sites are provided to the
designer at the outset of their involvement,
this does not necessarily mean that they
are in fact the key areas of interest. Be
critical and intuitive at all stages of the
process to ensure appropriate measures
are taken in pursuit of the final goals of
the project. If, after undertaking research
and contemplative walks through the
city, alternative sites are determined to be
most suitable, these should be considered.
Once the most critical locations have been
selected, it is necessary to more carefully
wander through and examine what vestiges
remain of the historic presence in these
monumental sites, or structures (even if
nothing appears to have persisted). This
amounts to the urban archeology that
is performed at each location, seeking
remnants of the past that would indicate
peculiar qualities, or important uses, that
must be restored in the present.
Somewhat intertwined with the direct
archeology of the site are the imperative
supplementary documentations that relay
the history of both the city and its critical
sites. Research into the history of a city will
be needed to gauge what particular features
have faded over time into the background
of the urban fabric, when once they were
the centrepieces of development (such as
the industrial, mining, and transportation
sectors of Nelson). This likely will be
performed before final locations can
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•

reasonably be determined. With research
into individual sites, their history can
begin to inform what their contemporary
uses may be, or what design elements will
become most prominent in the reimagined
space. Though not always simple to locate,
plans and photographs of the monuments
in their original historical condition can
become the projection into understanding,
and layering, the memory of each site. In the
case of Nelson, plans (and at times written
accounts) are scarce, making photographs
the primary source of information into
perceiving the psyche that has formed
around each monument set to undergo
architectural design work.
By way of researching and uncovering
bits and pieces of the architectural past
at these monumental sites, contemporary
programs should begin to be revealed. The
past uses of these sites, despite their lack
of relevance today, in some way should
inform what the new program (even if it
is far removed) could be. As an example,
recall the Kootenay Woodworks, where once
a lumber processing facility was located,
now modern wood crafts take place.
This presents a direct correlation to the
evolution of a production and extractionbased economy, to one of tourism,
administration, education, and the arts
today.
Special care must be taken in the
design development of these illustrious
institutions of the city’s historical past,
whereby the aesthetic proposed should
be a harmonized amalgamation of critical
heritage features, and contemporary
details. There is no easy or direct solution

Figure 101 (above). The Indomitable Nelson Daily News Sign
Glowing at Night.

to the design problems presented in
this reimagining, especially as every site
possesses such unique circumstances and
history. Fundamental to note, however, is
that when a site has not been obliterated of
its past forms, where structure still stands,
it should be repurposed and preserved to
a usable state. A clear line should divide
and make evident the new development,
from the historic, ensuring that we are
not simply rebuilding past monuments,
but keeping their vestigial remains alive,
while surrounding them with new design
that spurs their joyous public occupations
once again. As some precedent to how
this work can be conducted, take Pier
1897 as a case study. With only a small
amount of old decking that remains, the
original structure was kept and restored

in its present placement, while a feature
board contains its border and separates it
from the massive edition to the pier. The
streetcar which extends out onto the pier is
a prime example of a reflection of historic
programs into the present. Despite the
streetcar being a dated mode of transport,
it is still entirely relevant today, and is
representative of the steam locomotive
that once traversed out over the lake.
Selected details were modelled after what
could be gleaned from photographs of
the historic pier in its prime, especially the
light fixtures that extend across its main
thoroughfare. The wooden poles served to
carry electricity to the end of the pier with
precariously protruding metal apparatuses,
mounted upon which were large spherical
bulbs, within somewhat ornate fixtures. An
additional feature to note are the pilings
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which breach the decking at all edges of
the new pier. This was a characteristic
of the original structure, to be used as
mooring posts for the sternwheelers
docking at either side of the pier. These
would be far less utilized today, yet I
still found it integral to restore this
concept into the reimagined pier, with
the addition of brass caps on each of the
piles to ensure their longevity.
Entirely throughout the process of
developing monuments of the city,
one should never lose sight of the
guiding principles and goal of the
work undertaken. The purview of the
designer must coalesce between all levels
of the urban area, examining not only
individual sites, but situating them in
their nebulous relationships to the city.
This is important not just in identifying
the gaps within the urban fabric, but also
to see how these sites may act as catalysts
in future growth. As connections
are restored with the rejuvenation
of underutilized monuments, so too
must the means by which people can
access these sites. Though no one map
or guide should suggest a definitive
order by which these monuments can
be experienced, modes of transport,
or corridors of movement, should be
established to allow fellow flâneurs to
wander and discover these locations. In
the instance of Nelson, several historic
methods of transportation were also
revived, improving the accessibility of
each identified industrial monument.
No one architectural ‘style’ was
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utilized in the design intervention of the
five monuments identified in this work - for
this would be antithetical to the targeted
process of thoughtful reflection into each
site’s exceptional history - and yet a common
thread denotes a resemblance between them
all. This subtle commonality marks the
total design effort as an ‘urban armature’
within the city. I believe it is this quality
that defines the difference between ‘the
museum in the city’ and The City as a
Living Museum. Whereas one would
design a single new structure to house
the history of the place in the former, I
have designed a multitude of sites that
constitute an urban tapestry that is woven
within the existing strands of identity
in a particular place. The sites are then
related through the common notion of
‘urban armature,’ while building upon
the palimpsest of the city, in tandem with
the necessary subjective perceptions of
the city’s inhabitants.
A deep understanding of the history
and character of monumental sites, while
engaging thoughtful methods of design to
enhance their use for the public domain,
is something I have found to be heavily
at odds and lacking within our late-stage
capitalist society. Decades ago, Guy Debord
critiqued the capital machine that had already
subjugated the zeitgeist of our era, when he
wrote on the Spectacle: “In the spectacle, which
is the image of the ruling economy, the goal
is nothing, development is everything. The
spectacle aims at nothing other than itself.”83
We should all, as architects, designers, urban
planners and city officials place an intense
focus on ideas that serve the better interests

of our communities, of improving the
quality of urban spaces for people to inhabit,
of creating special moments that contribute
to the collective memory of a place - all
of which is achievable through thoughtful
design. How can we, in our cities, continue
to promote endless development without
thought of the past histories of monumental
sites, present collective unconscious, or future
landscape, for the mere sake of economic
advancement itself ? We must instead place
real value on the places, monuments,
institutions, and programs that benefit
the whole of society, and emphatically
contribute to the palimpsest of our cities,

reimagining and preserving the places
that hold the most collective memory,
that influence our psyche in strong,
positive ways, restoring and generating
new monuments that will continue to
promote healthy human consciousness
for centuries to come.
As a final thought, Michel De
Certeau precisely captures how we should
use our imaginations in the restoration of
our cities: “The memorable is that which can
be dreamed about a place. In this place that
is a palimpsest, subjectivity is already linked
to the absence that structures it as existence
and makes it ‘be there,’ Dasein.”84

Figure 102 (below). A Bustling Fairground Near the Nelson
Waterfront Long Ago.
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Appendix A - Compendium of Monuments in Nelson

Sawmill/ Warehouses
Lakeside

Lakeside Monuments

Nelson City Wharf
Lakeside
Status: Expanded

Ferry to North Shore
Kootenay Lake
Status: Superseded

Status: Demolished

CPR Wharf
Lakeside

Status: Demolished (mostly)

Big Orange Bridge
Kootenay Lake

Lakeside Park
Lakeside

Status: Persists (expanded)

KFP Wharf
Fairview/ Lakeside
Status: Abandoned

Status: Persists (repainted)

Boathouse Moorage
Lakeside

Status: Persists (expanded)
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Railtown Monuments

Cottonwood Dam & Hyrdoelectric Plant
Railtown

Diesel Train Service Depot
Railtown
Status: Demolished

Status: Demolished

Hall Mines Smelter
Rosemont
Status: Demolished

Aerial Tramway
Toad Mountain
Status: Demolished

CPR Rail Station
Railtown

Status: Adaptive Reuse
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CPR Train Roundhouse
Railtown
Status: Demolished

Coke and Gasworks
Railtown
Status: Adaptive Reuse

CPR District Superintendent’s Residence
Railtown
Status: Persists
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Downtown Monuments

Exhibition Building
Downtown

Civic Centre
Downtown

Status: Demolished

Old Fire Hall
Downtown

Status: Repurposed

Status: Persists

Nelson Jail
Downtown

Status: Persists (adaptive reuse)

Status: Persists (extensively remodeled)

Status: Demolished
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Status: Persists

Post Office & Customs House
Downtown
Status: Persists (change of use)

Capitol Theatre
Downtown

Hume Hotel
Downtown

Provincial Jail
Downtown

Courthouse
Downtown

New City Hall
Downtown
Status: Persists

Status: Persists (renovated)

Nelson Daily News
Downtown

Status: Persists (change of use)
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K.W.C. Block
Downtown

Status: Persists (renovated)

Medical Arts Building
Downtown
Status: Persists

Bank of Montreal
Downtown

Status: Persists

Stirling Hotel
Downtown
Status: Persists

Status: Persists

Hudson’s Bay Company
Downtown

Aberdeen Block
Downtown

YMCA Nelson
Downtown

Status: Persists (modified)
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Bank of Commerce
Downtown

Status: Persists (modified)

Status: Persists
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Clement & Hillyer Block
Downtown

Status: Extensively Remodeled

Klondyke & Kootenay Hotels
Downtown
Status: Destroyed

Wood Vallance Building
Downtown
Status: Persists

The Gray Building
Downtown

Status: Persists (renovated)

Green Block
Downtown

Status: Persists

Status: Persists

Gilker Building
Downtown

Kootenay Motors
Downtown

Burns Building
Downtown

Mackenzie Building
Downtown

Status: Persists (modified)

Status: Persists
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Annable Block
Downtown

Status: Persists

Status: Persists
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Houston Block
Downtown
Status: Persists

Status: Persists (renovated)

McKillop Building
Downtown

Corner Brick
Downtown

Status: Persists

City Auto
Downtown

Status: Persists

Status: Persists

New Grand Hotel
Downtown

A. S. Horswill & Co.
Downtown

Mara-Barnard Block
Downtown

Status: Persists (change of use)
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Lawrence’s Hardware
Downtown

Status: Persists

Status: Persists
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Capitol Motors
Downtown

Former City Hall
Downtown

Occidental Hotel
Downtown

Tremont Block
Downtown

Status: Demolished

Status: Demolished

Royal Bank
Downtown

Status: Partially Demolished

Status: Demolished or Extensively Remodeled

Broken Hill Block
Downtown

Royal Hotel
Downtown

Opera House
Downtown

Status: Persists (extensively remodeled)
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Status: Demolished

Status: Destroyed

Status: Destroyed
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Madden Block
Downtown

Athens Centre
Downtown

Strathcona Hotel
Downtown

Public Library
Downtown

Status: Destroyed

Status: Persists

Status: Demolished

Status: Persists

City Garage
Downtown

Status: Persists (remodeled)

Hall Street Plaza
Downtown

Status: Persists (extensively changed)

Status: Persists (abandoned)

Victoria Block
Downtown

Exhibition Grounds
Downtown

Chinese Laundry
Downtown

Status: Demolished
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Savoy Hotel
Downtown

Status: Destroyed

Status: Persists (change of use)
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McDonald Jam Factory
Downtown

Status: Persists (change of use)

Status: Persists

Nelson Transfer Co.
Downtown
Status: Persists

Status: Persists (change of use)
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Maglio Block
Downtown

Masonic Hall
Downtown

Eagles Hall
Downtown

Status: Persists

Scandinavian Church
Downtown

J. M. Ludwig Leathergoods
Downtown

Terrace Apartments
Downtown

Status: Persists

Status: Persists

McCulloch Block
Downtown

Kerr Apartments
Downtown

Status: Persists

Bellamy’s Grocery
Downtown

Status: Persists (change of use)

Status: Persists

Chez Totoche
Downtown
Status: New

Status: Destroyed

Oso Negro
Downtown
Status: New
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North Shore Monuments

Nelson Commons
Downtown
Status: New

Government Building
Downtown
Status: New

Nelson Welcome Sign
North Shore
Status: Persists (rebuilt)

Memorial Park
Downtown

SHARE Housing
Downtown

Status: Destroyed

Status: New

Blaylock’s Mansion
North Shore
Status: Persists

Chahko Mika Mall
Lakeside
Status: New

Hall Street Place
Downtown
Status: New

Uphill Monuments

Rosemont Monuments

Nelson Brewing Company
Uphill
Selkirk College - Silver King
Rosemont

Status: Persists

Mountain Station
Uphill
Status: Demolished

Status: Persists (extensively remodeled)
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143

Reservoir
Uphill

Status: Relocated/Unused

Cathedral of Mary Immaculate
Uphill
Status: Persists

Status: Persists (remodeled)

City Fire Hall
Uphill
Status: Persists

Nelson Covenant Church
Uphill

Trafalgar Middle School
Uphill

St. Saviour’s Anglican Church
Uphill

Central School
Uphill

Status: Persists

Status: Persists
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Nelson United Church
Uphill

Status: Persists

Status: Persists (remodeled)
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Fairview Monuments

Gyro Park
Fairview

Status: Persists

Dairy Queen
Fairview

Status: Demolished (new location)

Status: Persists

L. V. Rogers Secondary School
Fairview

Kootenay Forest Products
Fairview

Mount St. Francis Hospice
Fairview

Status: Demolished

Status: Abandoned

Hume School
Fairview

Selkirk College - Tenth Street
Fairview

Status: Persists (additions)
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Kootenay Lake Hospital
Fairview

Status: Persists

Status: Persists (renovated)
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Appendix B - Visual Precedents

Murphy Arts District

Glacier Skywalk

Location: El Dorado, Arkansas
Completed: 2017 (Renovation)
Design: DLR Group

Location: Jasper, Alberta
Completed: 2014
Design: Sturgess Architecture

Related Site: Silver King Lookout

Figure 116 (above - left). View Back from the Skywalk Along the Interpretive Path Leading to it.
Figure 117 (above - right). The Skywalk in its Precarious Perch Over the Valley Below.
Figure 118 (below). Map of the Various Folleys on the Path to the Skywalk.
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Related Site: Queen City Garage

Figure 119 (above). Exterior of the Former Garage that has been Repurposed into the Arts District.
Figure 120 (below). Interior of the Main Arts District Building, Showing a Bar and Mezzanine.
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The Highline, New York
Location: New York, NY
Completed: 2009, Public Opening
Design: James Corner Field Operations
(Landscape); Diller Scofidio+Renfro (Architect)

Pier 39
Related Site: Nelson Flats

Location: San Fransisco, California
Completed: 1978
Design: Warren Simmons

Related Site: Pier 1897

Figure 121 (below). An Overgrown Section of the Highline.
Figure 122 (below). A Busy Public Area of Pier 39 with Shops.
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151

Fort Mason Centre Pier 2
Location: San Francisco, California
Completed: 2017, Renovated
Design: LMS Architects

Discovery Halts (Escales découvertes)
Related Site: Kootenay Woodworks

Figure 123 (above). The Pier 2 Warehouse Before its Conversion.
Figure 124 (below). Main Thoroughfare of the Fort Mason Centre with the Original Structure Intact.
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Location: Montreal, Quebec
Completed: 2017
Design: Civiliti Architects

Related Sites: Silver King Lookout,
Nelson Flats, Kootenay Woodworks

Figure 125 (above). Interpretive Landscape Elements of Discovery Halts.
Figure 126 (below). Overall Map of the Full Extent of the Project.
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Endnotes

Belt Line
Location: Atlanta, Georgia
Completed: 2009, Public Opening
Design: Ryan Gravel

Related Site: Transportation Route
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Corridor.
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